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POLICE AND CRIME PLAN PRIORITIES  -  QUARTERLY HIGHLIGHT REPORT 

1. Aims and Priorities

The Police and Crime Commissioner’s aim is that the Police and Crime Plan will be delivered 
through the inclusion and involvement of the many partnerships and communities in Gloucestershire 
with the aim of making it a safer place in which to live and work.

The Police and Crime Plan is being delivered through:

 Priority 1 – Accessibility and accountability
 Priority 2 – Older but not overlooked
 Priority 3 – Young people becoming adults 
 Priority 4 – Safe days and nights for all
 Priority 5 – Safe and social driving
 Priority 6 – Safer cyber
 Commitment – A compassionate approach 
 Commitment – A green and pleasant county 

Delivery plans for the above Priorities will be continually developed throughout the period of the 
Police and Crime Plan 2017 to 2021 and will aim to deliver value for money.

The purpose of the Police and Crime Plan Priorities Quarterly Highlight Report is to provide all 
stakeholders with an update that monitors progress in respect of each of the Priorities, to include:

 activities achieved during the current quarter;
 activities expected during the next quarter;
 any risks or issues identified will be managed through the risk and issue registers;
 overview of budget.

This report is a summary against activities.  Members should note that this information is 
retrospective for the reporting quarter mentioned; as such it is an executive summary.  Due to 
report production timescales, information and updates may have since been superseded and will be 
updated in future reports.

Report Number 22

Report Period July – Sep 2019 

Author Richard Bradley  

To Police and Crime Commissioner

Version V1.0 

Date 24 January 2019 
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2. Quarterly update on progress for period 

Accessibility and accountability

Intent:
To get the right resources to the right situation or problem first time, every time, on time and dealing with the 
matter appropriately and effectively
To realise the ideal of the local officer working in and with the communities of Gloucestershire

1. Provide sufficient funding to increase Police Officer numbers subject to Government Grant
1.1 2019/20 Precept Bids agreed and business cases supported by the Constabulary and OPCC

Ongoing tracking and review through the Work Force Strategy Meeting and organisational People 
Development Board. Recruitment of Police officers is significantly affecting the timeline for all precept roles 
to be recruited to.

All work undertaken in line with emerging additional recruitment and ‘uplift’ requirements.

2. Assessment and update of the contribution of our volunteer capability
2.1 Commentary on the contribution of the Special Constabulary in line with Citizens in Policing 

portfolio in order to ‘double’ the impact and activity

Police Support Volunteers

Total Volunteers 228 Total Progressing 22

New PSV Roles
 Force “Ability” Lead (PC Hannah Searle)
 Support Partnership” (Intensive Engagement“ in the Stroud LPT area 

(Sgt Andy Burfoot).
 Volunteer Cyber Champion – (Vic Brinton & Darren Peters).

Recruitment

 2 Volunteer Cadet Leaders 
 2 Fleetcare Volunteers 
 9 Volunteer Community Mentors  
 12 Places Available for Masters Research Student Volunteers

In addition to this there is recruiting activity, at various stages, for another 12 
roles. 

Highlights 
 Fleetcare Team were nominated for a Regional Police Support Volunteer award and one of the 

team was also nominated for an individual award. The team will receive ‘Head of Department’ 
recognition as a result of being nominated for an Impact Award this year. 

 Fleetcare have successfully undertaken a countywide service from 02 September, which has been 
well received by Transport Services. 

Special Constabulary
The Special Constabulary establishment remains consistent (146) with a number of leavers joining the 
regulars and recent new recruits starting out. This however does not diminish the contribution made nor the 
continued stretch to balance new police recruitment phases with those of the Special constabulary (including 
ability to train and maintain independent patrol)
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Activity this quarter includes - Operation Indemnis 

SEPTEMBER: Two Wheel Campaign and Operation Toad at Cirencester.  Operation Toad will continue 
should the weather encourage vehicle ASB in the Cirencester area. The two wheel campaign will be 
supported through local operations to tackle motorcycle offences, although this will not take place on the 
A417/9 patrol route due to the dangers of stopping fast motorcycles there. It is also hoped to run an 
Operation Close Pass to remind drivers to be mindful of pedal cyclists with the evenings drawing in.   

*Results Op Indemnis The positive activity and impact maintained around Op Indemnis has been 
recognised with the Special Constabulary being nominated for and now winners of the Arthur Ellis trophy 
with an incredible 600hrs invested into this work and significant impact and influence on our road 
safety.(please see additional information under Good News)

September 2019:

Personnel:

 Independent (operational) - 13
 Independent (non-operational) - 3, Independent (non-operational - intelligence) - 1
 Non-Independent (operational) - 17
 Non-Independent (non-operational) - 1

Total - 35

As can be seen from the above figures, due to replacements for losses (mostly joining the regulars!) we are 
having to absorb a large number of new officers at present, none of whom are yet Fast Roads Trained. 
Much of this month was therefore spent training new officers in both SL700 and Drug Wipe (just two of many 
skills they will need to acquire), with Fast Roads training and vehicle seizure training both being scheduled 
for October. 

Expected Hours: Required minimum - 8 hours from each operational officer, therefore a 
minimum expectation from 30 operational officers of 240 man-hours.

Hours Actually performed during September: 15 x day-shift duties and 9 x evening duties, with the 
vehicle operational on 11 different days during the month and 210 man-hours contributed. This is lower 
than in recent months for the reasons stated above (and the shortfall will continue through October and 
much of November), although we anticipate being back on track in time for the Christmas Drink Drive 
Campaign at the beginning of December. 

Directed Patrol for September: Due to the above training commitment, support was just given to the 
September Two Wheel Campaign by supporting an SC-led operation in Cheltenham.

Operational Results Summary for September:

 Drivers given education/warnings/advice: 28
 Negative Breath Tests: 1
 Positive Breath Tests: 0
 Vehicles seized (s165 No Insurance): 2
 Vehicles seized (tax): 1
 Traffic Offence Reports: 4 
 Non-endorsable Fixed Penalty: 1
 Vehicle Defect Rectification Scheme: 1
 HORT/1 (anticipated No Insurance and Drive no licence): 2 
 Drivers assisted (breakdowns): 6
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 Drivers assisted (other): 10
 Road Traffic Collisions: 5
 Misper: 1

Notable matters:

On 1st October the Op Indemnis Team received a PCC's Pride in Partnership Award (see attached).In 
October the Team will be representing the Force at the Regional Arthur Ellis Awards. For the past few 
months Op Indemnis supervisors have been asked by Learning & Development to train regular recruit 
intakes in use of the SL700 speed detection device. They then take the recruit intake out on a simple speed 
and construction-and-use operation as their first-ever interface with the public. This month the operation took 
place at Cirencester in conjunction with local officers, to meet local speeding concerns. The Op Indemnis SC 
SL700 trainer has also been asked by Roads Policing Unit to train their new officers in the device.  

OCTOBER:

Tyre Safety Campaign (twinned with Rural Crime Week)  
The SC is committed to support Rural Crime Week in October and the Op Indemnis Team is also supporting 
the National Tyre Safety campaign during the month. This is being combined through a series of locally-led 
operations involving high visibility foot patrols in rural areas prone to burglaries. These foot patrols will also 
check the tyres on vehicles parked on rural housing estates and issue advice (and enforcement) where 
necessary.   

Rural Crime week – Op Messis

Special Constables worked Rural Crime Week:  63 

Operational Hours completed: 674

Outputs

KPI’s: 

Arrests : 3 Assist Arrests: 5 Burglaries: 3 

Licencing Checks: 38 Person Searches: 8 Assist Motorists: 7 

Vehicle Stops: 87 Neg Drugs Wipe: 2 DVLA reports: 2

Neg Breath Tests: 17 Positive Breath Tests: 3 Driver Educations: 44

RTCs: 6 Vehicle Seizures: 5 Traffic Offence reports: 4 

Social Media: Lots of social media on twitter using the #weekofaction #ruralcrimeweek 
#wildlifeandruralcrime 

Activities: 

Sunday 6th October - Officers met with the Commoners committee to plan for a Rural Speed Check on the 
Commons in Stroud on Friday 18th October. This is following a joint meeting which the PCC attended with 
the Minchinhampton and Rodborough Committees of Commoners on 24th September. We have offered the 
committee members a couple of hours out with the police (8 x SCs, 1 x PCSO and 1 x PC). 

Op Pentagon 
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9th October – 2 x SCs – 1600hrs – Midnight
10th October – 4 x SCs – 1600hrs – Midnight 

Op Firefly 
10th October – 1 x SC – 1600hrs – Midnight (Cotswolds) 
11th October – 2 x SCs – 1600hrs – Midnight (Tewks)

Rural Crime Licence Premises Visits took place – Inn Keeper updated: 
6th October – 1730hrs – 2130hrs                 Forest 
7th October – 1730hrs – 2130hrs                 Forest 
8th October – 1730hrs – 2130hrs                 Cotswolds 
9th October – 1730hrs – 2130hrs                 Cotswolds / Stroud 
10th October – 1730hrs – 2130hrs               Cotswolds /Stroud 
12th October – 1730hrs – 2130hrs               Mop up visits     

Wednesday 9th  & Thursday 10th October - Tewkesbury Mop Fair
SCs supported the annual fair, promoting Rural Crime.  

Friday 11th / Saturday 12th October – NTE  
Small groups of Officers deployed in the NTE to patrol Rural Towns / Villages – Mainly foot patrols 

Saturday 12th October - National Tyre Safety Campaign 
8 x SCs carried out foot patrols in rural areas across the County, checking vehicle tyres as part of the. 
Hours: 0900hrs – 1500hrs - Deployed in four pairs. 

Four officers covered Newent, Forest of Dean and Tewkesbury. 

The other four officers covered Woodmancote / Bishop's Cleeve, Stoke Orchard and Churchdown (all areas 
patrolled having been identified as having a rural crime problem).

Method consisted of foot patrol around the identified areas, both for public reassurance regarding burglaries 
and to check tyres on parked vehicles, speaking to registered keepers where possible. 

At Stoke Orchard, a patrolling pair encountered a recent victim of burglary who expressed gratitude for the 
police presence.

During the day, teams were also engaged in dealing with a RTC plus a separate sudden death (non RTC-
related) involving a cyclist.

Total number of vehicles checked for tyre offences: 626

Tyre offences detected: 6 No MOT offences detected: 3

No Insurance offences detected: 3HORT/1 (anticipate No Insurance): 1

Motorists advised: 13 VDRS (lights): 2

CLE2/6: 2 RTC attended: 1

Sudden death (cyclist): 1 Speeding offence detected (advice given): 1

L Plate offence (advice given): 1 Pedal cycle office (advice given): 

Total Duty Hours for the quarter are as follows: July – 3,235, Aug 3,453, Sept – 2,957.
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Continued activity in line with tackling Community Concerns and Time Based Tasking with key emphasis 
and tasking around issues as detailed below

Types of Events SCs have been involved in since 1st July 2019 to 30th September 2019: 

Cheltenham Night Time Economy NTE 
(Freshers & payday) 28/09/2019 21:00 - 

02:00 4

Assistance to urban FRU for E shift this 
weekend 28/09/2019 22:00 - 

07:00 1

Cheltenham Freshers Ball - Cheltenham 
Town Hall 28/09/2019 16:00 - 

21:00 2

Immigration Agency Support 27/09/2019 17:00 - 
21:00 2

Night Time Economy NTE - Stroud 27/09/2019 19:00 - 
03:00 2

Station Visit 26/09/2019 18:00 - 
18:30 2

Crime Data Integrity Input 25/09/2019 19:00 – 
21:00 21

SL700 (Speed Detection) Training 25/09/2019 19:00 - 
21:00 8

Crime Data Integrity Input 18/09/2019 19:00 – 
21:00 22

Drug Wipe Training 17/09/2019 19:00 - 
21:00 10

Force Open Day 14/09/2019 0830 - 
1600 16

Newent Onion Fayre 14/09/2019 12:00 - 
22:00 3

Disaster Victim Identification Exercise 12/09/2019 08:00 - 
16:00 2

Astral Bend 11/09/2019 08:00 - 
15:00 15

Cheltenham /speed checks 01/09/2019 09:30 - 
17:00 4
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Phoenix Festival 25/08/2019 11:00 - 
23:00 3

Stroud ASB Town Patrols 24/08/2019 12:00 - 
18:00 4

Phoenix Festival 24/08/2019 11:00 - 
23:00 4

Stroud ASB Town Patrols 24/08/2019 19:00 - 
01:00 2

Cheltenham town FC v Swindon 24/08/2019 10:00 - 
18:00 3

Stroud ASB Town Patrols 23/08/2019 19:00 - 
01:00 6

OPERATION TOAD - Cirencester 17/08/2019 19:00 - 
23:59 7

Speed campaign 11/08/2019 09:30 - 
17:00 7

TBT Cheltenham /speed checks 09/08/2019 21:00 - 
01:00 6

Music event 08/08/2019 19:00 - 
03:00 3

Gatcombe Horse Trials 04/08/2019 08:30 - 
18:00 8

Gatcombe Horse Trials 03/08/2019 08:30 - 
18:00 6

Sandford Lido Engagement Event and 
cycle marking 02/08/2019 18:00 - 

22:30 2

Operation Indemnis expression of 
interest evening – expanding Team 01/08/2019 19:00 - 

21:00 20

Cheltenham /speed checks 28/07/2019 10:00 - 
18:00 5

Royal International Air Tattoo Fairford 21/07/2019 08:00 - 
19:00 5

Royal International Air Tattoo Fairford 20/07/2019 08:00 - 
19:00 5
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Chalfest Music Festival 20/07/2019 10:00 - 
22:00 2

Royal International Air Tattoo Fairford 19/07/2019 08:00 - 
19:00 5

Community Engagement Target Close, 
Stroud 18/07/2019 12:30 - 

17:00 2

OP REUNION 13/07/2019 16:00 - 
02:00 16

Stroud Show 13/07/2019 13:00 - 
16:30 3

Summer Drink Drive Stroud 12/7/2019 1800 – 
0100 3

Summer Drink Drive Dursley 5/7/2019 1800- 
0100 4

Riding Disabled Association Visit 
Hartpury University 12/07/2019 11:30 - 

15:00 3

Day Safe - Shoplifting - Cheltenham 11/07/2019 09:00 - 
17:00 2

Casualty role play at Glos Uni Oxstalls 
Campus 03/07/2019 08:30 -

16:30 1

Extinction Rebellion day 2 01/07/2019 08:00 - 
17:00

5

Casualty role play at Glos Uni Oxstalls 
Campus 01/07/2019 08:30 - 

16:30 2

3. Harness efficiencies from technology to put more boots on the ground, to increase visibility, accessibility 
and engaging with our communities. 

3.1 MFLP 
Ongoing work in line with ICT services in developing APPs on mobile technology to support officers 
– seeking new and innovative approaches to service delivery and availability of officers in our 
communities

The working group continues to meet monthly and review issues such as the use of Body Worn video, 
positive outcomes, learning and development, impact on offenders behaviour. Follow up outcomes to be 
shared once fully embedded in our processes.

Innovation is at the forefront of the MFLP thinking and links with our Corporate strategy as well as Police 
and Crime plan. 
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Time Based Tasking 
Time Based Tasking App has been developed in house, every two weeks at the NHP Tasking meeting TBT 
is decided, then entered onto the App where PCSOs, PCs and SCs can add actions.  
Dr Ian Britton has come into Gloucestershire and has the TBT App has attracted a lot of attention as best 
practice. 

4. Deter and prevent crime and anti-social; behaviour rather than merely responding to it, reflecting the 
modern crime prevention strategy.

4.1 Intensive Engagement approach 
Continued roll out of the Intensive Engagement program to all Local Policing areas and ongoing 
review and assessment of impact. Year-end review on number of active IE projects and activity to 
follow. 

School beat Initiative – continued development and launch in Stroud area – dedicated officers working 
within our schools delivering lessons to children offering over 50-hrs of dedicated time per school year.
This work focusses on developing young people into responsible adults and will focus work on topics such 
as internet safety, domestic abuse, drugs/alcohol abuse, hate crime, bullying and much more

The key to this work though is relationship building and enabling a new generation of young people to ‘know’ 
or ‘know of’ a police officer, to help protect themselves and others and of course seeking to prevent any 
child to become a victim or an offender.
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4.2 Review PCC funded activity in line with prevent and deter philosophy

Gloucestershire Drug and Alcohol Service – Alcohol Arrest and Drug Arrest Referral Scheme

Change Grow Live (CGL) are commissioned to deliver a countywide alcohol and drug arrest referral scheme 
with custody suite coverage and support individuals in the community to address their substance misuse 
issues prior to their court hearing. The objectives of the scheme are to reduce re-offending and enable 
people to make positive changes.  

During this quarter they continued to deliver:
 Substance misuse interventions within the custody suite. 
 Criminal justice workers continue to build strong relationships with our partner agencies and all 

detainees
 All detainees that accept support our offered a brief intervention including harm reduction advice 

and on-going support in the community.(For those who do not accept support at the time of being 
detained, we ensure information on what we offer and how to access treatment is enclosed in their 
personal belongings to encourage them to access support upon release.)

CGL have built strong relationships with our local policing teams and are in attendance at the fortnightly 
Integrated Offender Manager meetings providing significant input and joint work to support this cohort of 
clients.
Attend risk meetings to manage a specific concern and this also involved victim support, probation, police 
intelligence and the local neighbourhood team. Continued presence at the monthly sex worker outreach 
project meeting and work with all agencies involved outside of these meetings to ensure best practise.
They are very aware of the ongoing concerns in relation to county lines and attended the South West 
Regional County Lines Conference with a point of contact within Gloucestershire Constabulary which was 
aimed at senior practitioners and middle managers within the Police and partner agencies who are dealing 
with the complex issues of County Lines drug dealing and other linked vulnerability linked offences.
 
Finally as part of the safer estates meeting, they work with partner agencies to discuss and support the 
impact of a community behaviour order with an exclusion ensuring that we are still able to offer support to 
the individual served with this order

5. Be available to residents and offer reassurance and a familiar face they can have confidence and 
confide in.

5.1  Delivery of Neighbourhood offer

Key elements of focus and highlights of service delivery under the Neighbourhood Offer

 In line with Community Concerns and tactical/strategic requirements all Local Policing Areas have 
engaged in and are delivering key elements of the Constabulary Burglary campaign.

 Significant focus is on prevention and local NH Teams are working closely with Dan White in Comms 
& Engagement to ensure information and prevention advice is delivered to our communities.

 Cotswolds – Op Pentagon continues targeting key Organised Criminal Groups in our rural Local 
Policing Areas. NHP teams are leading on communications into the communities affected in The 
Cotswolds – Insp Simon Ellson is leading this work and feedback is positive from communities.

 Stroud - As part of the deep dive work Sarah Blake is commencing a community blog in Stroud – part 
of the managing public expectations work and sharing activity and outcomes
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 The Forest – Op Messis recent week of action on wildlife and rural crime issues – outcomes to follow

 Use of social media increases our connectivity with Officers, PCSOs and Cadets demonstrating their 
‘visibility’ and patrols via STRAVA

 Innovation and new ways to be more accessible being trialled – used

Current Satisfaction and Public Confidence rates
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Police Officers/Staff 
Action % 

1 Were they professional in their approach? 97.5%

2 Did they give you the opportunity to ask questions? 96.8%

3 Were they knowledgeable? 96.2%

4 Involve you in discussions about what would happen next? 90.7%

5 Provide you with details of the officer dealing with your 
case? 86.6%

6 Offer crime prevention advice? 62.7%

7 Investigate the scene of the incident? 87.1%

Satisfaction
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satisfied SI NS NS NS NS NS SI

at least very 
satisfied NS NS NS NS NS NS SI

at least fairly 
satisfied NS NS NS NS NS NS SD

at least very 
satisfied NS NS NS NS NS NS NS

at least fairly 
satisfied SI NS NS NS NS NS SI

at least very 
satisfied SI NS NS NS NS NS NS

at least fairly 
satisfied SI NS NS NS NS NS NS

at least very 
satisfied NS NS NS NS NS SI

at least fairly 
satisfied NS NS NS NS NS NS NS

at least very 
satisfied SI NS NS NS NS NS SI

Overall service received

Ease of making contact

Actions taken

Being kept informed of progress

Treatment by staff

• 82.5% (+/-3.3%p) at least fairly satisfied with overall service, compared to 78.4% (+/-1.8%p) 
for the previous 12 months – statistically significant increase

• Burglary – 85.7% (+/-2.2%p) at least fairly satisfied
• Violent crime – 79.7% (+/-3.3%p) at least fairly satisfied
• Currently, 72.0% of respondents say that Gloucestershire Police are doing an ‘excellent’ or 

‘good’ job.  This compares to 73.0% for the previous 12 month period.
(Comparing September 2017 – August 2019)

Confidence
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6. Review how the public can communicate with the Police and assess their services. Whilst improving 
traditional channels of communication, they will develop new channels appropriate to all ages, 
demographics and communities to give people a choice and convenient ways of accessing their services. 

6.1a. Review and improve our dealing with 999 calls including technological advances. 
Since the last review Gloucestershire have achieved the following service level calls (answered within 10 
seconds).  

For the last quarter 999s were answered in average – 10.5 seconds. This is our peak demand period for the 
year

66% of calls were answered in less than 10 seconds (prev quarter 68.6%).

In 2018 the same quarter saw 19.33 secs average answer and  38% within 10 secs)
Average wait times during last quarter were:-
June – 10.9 seconds
July – 9.61 seconds
August – 11.04 seconds

This is an improvement against previous year but should be viewed in context of demand.

June-August 2018 we received 23038  x 999 calls
June – August 2019 we received 23773 x 999 calls

This year saw 735 additional 999 calls

Baseline staffing establishment is under review moving forward as natural turnover continues to yield 
resourcing challenges. We saw additional staff loses due to police recruitment, internal discipline and 
retirement that have resulted in an accelerated recruitment process. A full establishment/structure review is 
taking place and an interim paper for recruitment is being submitted in October.
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6.1b Review and improve our dealing with 101 calls including technological advancements
In this last quarter 2018 we received 58643 x 101 calls
In the same quarter 2019 we received 53225 x 101 calls

Average wait times during last quarter were:-
June – 5 mins 32 seconds
July – 3 mins 39 secs
August – 5 mins 21 secs

June- August 2018 we answered 101 calls in an average of 5 minutes 6 seconds
In  the same time frame 2019 we answered 101 calls in an average of 4 minutes 50 seconds
This is a fractional reduction in wait on last year. We have continued to prioritise 999 calls. This is subject to 
further review and focus.
Internally we are focusing on our staff contact details being correct as many have listed contact details as 
the reception number – this often results in calls being returned to the Force Control Room. Matt Thomas 
ICT lead has completed this action.
Process – IVR system continually reviewed and updates on systems and performance as per objective 1. 
The IVR has been updated ready to signpost more effectively to our website

Single Online Home (see objective 3) should assist with diverting some enquires to self-service.

6.2 Review and improve our working practices in respect of all our calls for service.
We are still pending the posting of the demand Sgts to the Force Control Room,

The two new managers with Contact Expertise have now commenced and a full review of 
supervisory/departmental structures is underway

Finesse is now operational and will in time improve performance information

NCHS now part of supervisory IPR and expectations – reviewed monthly by Deputy & Operations Manager

As a Dept. we have reduced the numbers of NCHS over the Summer period in light of anticipated peak 
demand. This is now under new governance and will be reported on again in the next update.

We have revisited the quote to place  screens in the room to visualise capacity, demand and performance to 
room in line with ‘nudge theory’

 Continue to see workforce turnover and illness challenges – this appears consistent with other call 
centre environments but we are scanning and working with Workforce Strategy (WFS) Group to 
explore retention contract options – pending paper being heard at WFS

 Departmental review underway led by Senior Delivery Manager and Chief Inspector
Process

 Front office reception staff supporting emails (recently enhanced to increase call handling capacity 
in Force Control Room) and to be trained as call handlers once Finesse and systems fully integrated 
(End of 2019)– reception staff now on-board with Force Control Room staff training

SYSTEMS

 FINESSE call management software is operational with Call Handlers and will launch with 
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Dispatchers in Winter 2019. This will articulate performance per handler and capacity – some delay 
down to providers. This will also allow more dynamic control of the room and functions within – as 
well as individual performance. 

6.3 Review and improve our performance management capability so that we can accurately and 
dynamically provide accurate data of individual and team performance on a daily basis.
FINESSE call management software has launched June 2019 and will articulate performance per handler 
and capacity – some delay down to providers. This will also allow more dynamic control of the room and 
functions within – as well as individual performance
Team based statistics are now reviewed every month at the Senior Leadership Team meeting and shared. 
Longer term patterns are also identified and good performance highlighted to review and understand

A working group between Rob Gleed (Continuous Improvement), Insp Tim Hucthison, Debbie Shaw 
(Senior Del Manager) and Vicky Richards (Deputy & Ops Manager) is underway to improve the 
automation and collation of performance data and how it is used in staff reviews.

6.4 Improve community consultation through the formulation of a communications strategy. This will 
involve establishing a community consultation group to meet quarterly and be actively involved in 
shaping Force Control Room (FCR) activity and procedure. 

We will establish a dynamic group that will reflect our communities, contribute to the development of our 
policy and procedure and hold us to account. Link to Independent advisory group (IAG) March 2019

Insp Rachel Lynch Warden had taken responsibility for this but it has now passed to the SLT to review with 
IAG. We have met and consulted with IAG on future plans.

Insp Tim Hutchinson has been liaising with Hearing impaired groups exploring greater engagement 
& means of contact – Paper submitted to Operational Policing Improvement Programme (OPIP) on 
sign supporting technology

6.5 Improve customer and community awareness of FCR activity through hosting 250 visitors to the 
FCR of all ages from all communities between 31st January 2017 and 30th January 2018.    

Over 2400 visitors now received by Force Control Room (FCR) – continue to target hard to reach 
communities 

A significant input is being planned for the Open Day and we are linking with the Better Together programme 
to support the recruitment ambassadors

(please refer to Good News Story)

6.6 Develop internal collaborative partnerships to release capacity and improve customer service - 
Demand & Predictive analytics

Reception staff being trained in key skills including email and crime inputting to assist with demand flow. 
Op Peak took place in July as our response to peak demand, every internal department represented and 
involved in seeking ways to improve capacity and capability. This is being debriefed on 10/9/19

Demand management over summer period significant challenge -  Amber state for entire month July
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A review is commencing led by Debbie Shaw the Senior Delivery Manager to look across Force Control 
Room (FCR), Initial Investigation Team and Crime Management Unit at process flows and optimisation 
recommendations

6.7 Develop external collaborative partnerships to release capacity and improve customer service
The Force Operating State and demand challenges need to be articulated moving forward with key partners 
to look at how we support each other at peak demand times. This will be tasked from the OP Peak debrief 
on 10/9/19

As part of Demand Triage role (24/7 triage of incoming incidents requiring police support), consultation is 
occurring with partner stakeholders reviewing incidents passed to police to ensure correct agency responds 
initially and appropriate support in place. This is however on hold pending allocation of Sgts to this role.

Collaborative forum with Fire and Ambulance established where wellbeing, training, scenario testing and 
defusing continuing to be supported  – also reviewing support from each agency where demand allows

Lead identified in Force Control Room (FCR) delivering JESIP refresher inputs to 
- Ensure knowledge of JESIP embedded across FCR and METHANE utilised accordingly
- Develop joint training exercises (commencing Winter 2018)

Collaboration project with Glos Fire to explore control room interoperability completed with 
recommendations submitted – new collaboration forum now meeting and Ambo invited.
Current understanding of JESIP has shown improvement and use of standard Joint Decision Making 
/operating terminology will be supported by training exercises.

We also now have a reception sharing agreement with Fire and the GTEC building to improve how 
we support members of the public who may attend HQ.

6.8 Develop and deliver a sustainable digital transformation programme through our Channel 
Management Strategy. Effectively manage digital demand and develop online communication 
channels
Reception staff are now leading on answering emails and Single Online Home (SOH) demand between 
0800 x 2000 Monday – Saturday. This is under review to determine impact
Single Online Home progressing on schedule for full go live November 2019. This sits within the Public 
Contact Programme. This will deliver online reporting and signposting for numerous issues and represents a 
significant uplift in our online/self-service offer.
We continue to assess Webchat and social media engagement with other forces and the National Policing 
Contact Management Forum. Impacts of this have included a surge in vulnerable individuals engaging with 
police via webchat and necessitating an emergency response to a concern for welfare. At this stage we are 
awaiting the launch and assessment of SOH prior to expanding into this service
Our ambition is to deliver a range of non-emergency channels to contact the police - but not all contact will 
be serviced on all channels. Transactional or lower-risk contact should be primarily self-service. 

CCTV Development to include remote feeds from new technology (Drones) and remote access by officers 
underway with ICT.

Summer 2019 ICT supporting review of FCR Command and Control Systems requirements and evolution. 
STORM MA has ceased development and is therefore likely to go end of life in next 2-3 years. We are 
exploring succession plan options for SmartSTORM and a wider telephony and Command and Control 
review. A paper is being put together by Debbie Shaw in consultation with stakeholders to seek project 
resource support.
June – August 2018 we received 9729 emails - leading to the creation of 3196 incidents.
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The same period in 2019 we received 9143 emails - leading to the creation of 3285 incidents. 

6.9 Effective deployment of resources to incidents

As a Dept. we have passed Radio Airwave Speak Assessments over the last 3 months during a period of 
peak demand
Average Response Times are as follows from June – August 2019
Emergencies – 11.5 mins (within normal parameters)
Prompt/Priority – 65.6 mins (normal compare to last 6 months).
These are typically faster in urban areas vs rural

June-August 2018 - 2941 incidents had the ‘no resource available’ tag. There was a total of 40400 incidents. 
53% were dealt with without dispatching a response resource.
June-August 2019 - 1754 incidents had the ‘no resource available’ There was a total of 40463 incidents.55% 
were dealt with without dispatching a response resource
The no resource available tag is showing ‘below average use’ over last 6 months

The forecasting and planning meeting is now progressing on a monthly basis with rolling 18 month horizon 
using predictive analytics to adapt training, abstractions, operating state and operational activity looking 
ahead.

 FCR & demand triage role being created –Approved and pending staff allocation end of April 2019-  
to arbitrate incident allocation between departments and maximise opportunities for resolution at 
source, managing public expectations at point of call through effective decision making, signposting 
and where possible a one touch operation

 Workforce Strategy on staffing, flexible & retainer contracts & abstraction tolerances – paper being 
presented April 2019

Public Panel & Engagement on future expectations – Dispatch exercise presented to Finance team as a test 
– successful. Next phase sees Comms and Engagement launch then to OPCC/Independent Advisory Group 
ambition is help inform decisions over self-

6.10 Improve Workplace Wellbeing

Bi Monthly wellbeing meeting occurs with representatives from staff and senior leadership 

Staff ‘quiet room’/calm space seeing use to provide refuge after traumatic incident

Monthly workforce meeting chaired by Chief Inspector to ensure positive management of absence and 
support in place

Staff training and away days being optimised by Vicky Richards (Deputy & Ops Manager) to oversee CPD, 
teamwork and morale building.

6.11 Modernise software & ensure business continuity

- STERIA have announced they are no longer developing STORM, our command and control system. 
This presents a risk and gives a collapsing timeframe of 2-3 years before it goes end of life. A project 
commissioning paper is being prepared. ACC Holden and Matt Thomas both aware. 
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- We have had an input on an interim option – upgrading to SMARTStorm which is likely to be a 
medium term solution at low cost/disruption

- Current Fall Back Control Room (FBCR) required under Civil Contingencies Act is not fit for purpose. 
Site agreed at Bamfurlong and decision paper agreed at Chief Governance Board. Current limited 
facility at Stroud to be maintained in interim. 

- IT & Insp Hutchinson scanning future system upgrades as current software is nearing end of life and 
end of maintenance support from provider. ICT now reviewing core RMS – further Force Control 
Room (FCR) systems to be reviewed against this system accordingly. Agreed with head of ICT to 
commence succession planning for Storm – Deb Shaw now overseeing this work

- Finesse and Single Online Home on track for delivery 

CCTV

Full surveillance commission accreditation achieved (first force in country to achieve this) and we are now 
receiving visits from other forces.

Improvements in digital logging of incidents now in place

Chief Inspector in FCR identified to explore:- 
- Development of wider public place and transport network CCTV – income acquisition 
- Develop intelligence and tasking feed in and out of CCTV operators 
- Provide airwave capability and training – request with ICT
- Explore drone tech can feed into CCTV centre – In development with fire service

7. Develop a plan between the Constabulary, the OPCC and local communities to maintain and develop 
neighbourhood policing in their communities.

7.1 Deliver Neighbourhood Policing Approach

Delivered

8. Update on Mounted Police Section delivery
8.1 Track and evaluate delivery

Continued activity in local communities, directed through tasking for both football and rugby events – 
engagement and spontaneous deployments
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Various activity supporting Neighbourhood Policing activity over the last 3 months including



9. Maintain the profile of rural communities through tackling rural crime and increasing visibility in 
those communities.

9.1 Core to Neighbourhood Policing Offer

Continued activity with our rural communities focusses efforts on

• Joint patrols with the Forestry Rangers and Special Constabulary, 

• Poaching operations run jointly with partner agencies

• Supporting the forestry who have significantly increased their ranger establishment this year from around 3 
to 8 focussing on issues such as low level harassment and disruption to their boar management work, 
poaching and other preventative activity as the clocks go back and there is now more vegetation and cover 
for both animal and poacher. 

•Focus on the more serious issue is the hunting of badger, boar and deer for ‘sport’ using dogs and knives 
from criminals who travel from the midlands and wales. Continued Constabulary support to an RSPCA led 
operation and successful prosecution last year on this very issue. In October The Constabulary ran Op 
Messis in line with the UK wildlife and rural crime week. The focus of our activity consisted of 4 themes

• Wildlife crime, 

• Rural crime,

• Burglary / Handling, 

• Drink driving.

It was a week of raising awareness, providing prevention advice and enforcement.

The Special Constabulary were critical in delivering and supporting this operation and feedback 
demonstrates that our communications strategy and products were hugely successful with considerable 
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interest on social media across all Local policing areas.

This work builds on the strong partnerships we have been working on and as a Constabulary we have 
increased our understanding of rural and wildlife crime issues affecting our communities. Targeted patrols 
were well received and have been seen to reduce crime in the Cotswolds area. 

Of note from an enforcement perspective we seized a van and 5 dogs in connection with a hare coursing 
offence (4 persons reported) and we executed a warrant and recovered 2 stolen puppies from Staffordshire, 
1 person and arrested and Released under investigation (RUI'd). 

Accessibility and accountability – planned activities in next quarter

        Burglary Campaign activity and outcomes
•  Halloween and Bonfire night – mischief weeks – intervention and prevention
•  Contribution to and delivery – drink drive/road safety activity
•  Development and contribution to schools and job awareness in schools
•  Development of Retail Crime open day

Accessibility and accountability – Good News Story 

Volunteers – Special Constabulary

Sunday 13th October – Winners – Regional Team Award 
9 x Members of the Op Indemnis Team attended Avon & Somerset Taunton to promote Operation 
Indemnis at the Regional Awards. The team WON the Arthur Ellis Award which is an outstanding 
achievement 

The work, dedication and professionalism shown by The Special Constabulary in running Op Indemnis, 
covering road safety, intervention and prevention as well as proactive activity on the A419/419 and 
surrounding rural areas, enables The Constabulary to maintain and develop its commitment to policing 
the roads in Gloucestershire.

Well done!

Op Indemnis – Background 
Special Constabulary team dedicated to policing the counties Strategic Road Network under the umbrella 
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of Operation Indemnis. (PCC Safe & Social Driving), 
Also incorporating NHP Timed Based Tasking 

Indemnis (Latin): Suffering no damage/loss
suffering no loss of wealth/property Uninjured

Operation Indemnis is:
"A proactive policing project to deny criminals the use of the road and to reduce road deaths and serious 
injury"

The new Team will utilise a dedicated, fully-equipped vehicle funded by Highways England. It will replace 
the Road Safety Education and Enforcement Team (RSEET) in its present form, as well as incorporating 
the current Roads Policing Special Constabulary officers. In order to fully meet the needs of Operation 
Indemnis, working on the new Team will form part of an officer's minimum duty hours.

The Team operates mainly on and around the A417 and A419, both of which have high Killed or seriously 
injured (KS) I rates and have been identified as favoured routes for criminals.

It will incorporate its own intelligence support and utilise Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) to 
target travelling criminals and uninsured vehicles, support road safety campaigns and assist 
Neighbourhoods to tackle the "Fatal Four" causes of road deaths and injury. The current Tri-Force 
officers (only) will also use the vehicle for specified tasks on the Motorway.

MOUNTED SECTION
In September the section were awarded Highly Commended by British Horse Society, as well as the first 
mounted section in the UK to obtain approval to deliver the changing Lives through Horses scheme – 
helping vulnerable young people turn their lives around.

Congratulations and an amazing achievement
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Force Control Room volunteer tour guides 
The Force Control Room (FCR) always welcomes visits from community groups and they are delighted 
that some volunteers give their free time to help the visits run smoothly.

The visits from members of the public are an important way to engage with communities and for them to 
see first-hand how are officers and staff work in an operational environment.

The tours are conducted with minimal disruption to the Control Room’s core function and this is in large 
measure due to the volunteer tour guides.

Before we went out to the public, staff working in the FCR were asked if any of them would like to 
volunteer to be a tour guide on a voluntary basis. This request met with a great response. To help even 
more, a volunteering role was created to allow Police Support Volunteers (PSVs) to act as FCR hosts too.
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Step forward Alan Pinnegar (left picture) and Martin Galton (right picture), who had the skills and 
experience from their previous working lives to undertake this Police Support Volunteer role. It didn’t take 
long for them both to be trained so they could organise and conduct Control Room tours. They also 
brought with them plenty of ideas of their own.

Following an international career in high-technology sales, Alan is a professional when it comes to 
communications and believes it’s important to be a good listener - he enjoys assessing visitor’s needs 
and adapting accordingly. Alan lives in Painswick with his wife and has two sons.

Martin lives in Shurdington and previously enjoyed a 12 year career with the RAF – he also worked for 
HM Government overseas. Closer to home he was a Special Constable with Avon and Somerset police 
which gave him a wider experience of how the police work.

Often, these two volunteers will manage tours independently of each other, but they also team up with 
other Police Staff Volunteers to guide visitors through the corridors of the Control Room. The team have 
been supplemented by another Volunteer namely Keith Eagles, who originally volunteered for us in the 
Force Archives

Cadets - Treasure Seekers
We welcomed the new recruits into HQ on Tuesday 30 July 2019 for their induction day ahead of their 
official starting date in September.

The first day of induction for the Treasure seeker Cadets was amazing. It is a privilege to work with such 
determined individuals who are so keen to give back to the community and keep people safe from harm.

The day was full of smiles, questions and sheer determination that their disability would not hold them 
back and they would not allow it to define them.

I am so proud of each and every one of them for how far they have come they are an inspiration to all and 
a very welcome addition to the police family.

Since we publicised this initiative this week we have received many positive comments from the public 
praising our innovative and inclusive approach.

https://theintranet.glospolice.gov.uk/Interact/Pages/Modules/Directory/Entry.aspx?person=1997
https://theintranet.glospolice.gov.uk/Interact/Pages/Modules/Directory/Entry.aspx?person=1029
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Older but not overlooked

Intent:
That older people need to feel and remain an active part of our communities whether they live in their 
own homes or are in residential care
Both should be part of the police beat with the local officer being visible and proactive with all vulnerable 
groups

1. Support older people in Gloucestershire to feel more confident, cared for and connected resulting in 
them being more resilient to crime and the ‘fear of crime’

1.1 To make use of local volunteer groups and OPCC projects to support existing community 
based activities that make older people feel safer and better connected to their community. 

Gay Glos 
Working with the new Hate Crime co-ordinator at Victim Support & the Constabulary’s Hate Crime 
co-ordinator, the prime focus is for all 3 organisations to train other agencies to enable them to 
deliver Hate Crime awareness sessions. In addition, work continues on guidelines on Hate Crime & 
Hate Incidents for schools & colleges to incorporate in their anti-bullying policies. A straightforward 
method has been agreed for schools to report incidents to both the County Council’s section 175 
audit & the Hate Crime Strategy database on a real-time basis. A training input for schools to use 
with staff & students has also been agreed.

GL 11 Training Café
They have recruited a new volunteer co-ordinator who has been able to increase the volunteer base 
across all roles from 51 to 67. Three of the new volunteers are being trained & supported in the café. 
GL11 has 1117 registered service users & during the reporting period they had 1276 contacts 
relating to 331 active individuals.649 lunches have been served to vulnerable people in the café & 
69 Family Friday participants have benefitted from a hot & nutritious lunch. The café is the heart of 
GL11, providing a healthy & affordable service to the community 5 days a week.

Gloucestershire Bike Project
The Bike Project in respect of OBNO focusses on helping older people (over 50 years old) stay 
physically active for longer, incorporating safety advice & messages, maintaining good networks of 
friends & opportunities to volunteer. The courses are popular with men & women. Through OBNO 
networking opportunities 80% of participants take home leaflets & booklets provided by 
Gloucestershire Age UK. In the reporting period, 2 new volunteers started. Thirty volunteer hours 
have been completed during this reporting period.

Roots Café & Community Project
The project now has 60 volunteers who, in the reporting period, provided 720 volunteer hours. The 
staff get to know many of their customers & provide a range of support. The community space 
continues to be used for a variety of groups & community activities, from crochet groups to comedy 
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nights. The activities are offered free of charge to be accessible to all. Two well-attended regular 
events are the Fix It Café & £1.50p community meals.

The Churn Project - Tuesday Friendship Club
There are 22 volunteers providing 122 volunteer hours in this reporting period. Because the group is 
now larger, reliance on volunteers has become greater. As a result, a volunteer is nominated to 
assist a new service user with the aim of buddying up with existing service users.

Vision 21 - Gloucestershire Reclaimed Furniture Recycling Scheme 
Since receiving the grant, 12 volunteers have provided 940 volunteer hours of training to older 
people to divert useable second-hand furniture away from landfill/incineration, enabling quality used 
furniture to be provided to people on low incomes.

Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust - Brighter Futures
During this reporting period, 2 courses have been delivered to a total of 16 people. The course 
organisers record Warwick Edinburgh Mental Health & Well-being & Nature Relatedness at the 
beginning & end of each course. As most of the course attendees move on to volunteer with the 
Trust, the organisers are aware of their progress. The success of the project is helping to shape the 
delivery model for the future.

Victory Park Pavillion
The pavillion is now completed & the Parish Council has moved in. This makes the Parish Council 
more accessible to the community.

Cotswold Friends Lunch Club
They are running 11 lunch clubs for between 300/350 clients each month. They have a team of 
volunteers who provide 90 hours volunteer time each month. Those attending are referrals from a 
range of organisations which include GPs, social prescribers, health visitors, community nurses & 
community mental health teams.

Stonehouse Memory Link - Dementia Awareness Project
The project continues to support people with dementia & those who support them. They provide 
signposting to the project at various locations in the town & also give talks to local organisations on 
the subject.

Forest Upcycling – Improving Safety & Security for Staff & Volunteers
The project primarily aims to provide gardening services to older and/or vulnerable people. In 
addition, furniture is recycled & refurbished by the team. Of particular note, the equipment in the 
form of uniform for the team was purchased from Sofab Sports, Gloucester which is an organisation 
creating employment opportunities for disabled people.

1.2 To support the counties ‘Keep Safe’ scheme, providing safe locations to vulnerable people in 
Gloucestershire.

The Keep safe Scheme  - continues to develop following on from the mapping of Safe Places .There is 
now work being carried out to develop an App for the scheme. The mapping was supported by Matt 
Leonard from VCS Alliance and the App is being supported by the University, both in collaboration with 
the Keep Safe Scheme lead.

This initiative is also greatly supported by PCSOs throughout the County.

1.3 To Improve the quality of Investigations and the care and support of elderly victims of crime 
through the  Criminal Justice  process

File quality failure rates over the past three months are as follows July 35%, August 30%, Sept 33%, 
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there is no data available in respect of older victims. 

Improvement is being sought via i) additional training. ii) Taking best practice and learning iii) Scrutiny 
and Q&A. 

Files are tagged where there is an issue of hate crime or vulnerability; in turn this triggers an additional 
level of service from both the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) and Police, and support as per Victims 
Code of Compliance (VCOP), crimes of this type are left open so that victim updates can be added and 
the Officer In Charge (OIC) held to account by their first line supervisor. 

Vulnerable victims continue to be referred to our Victim Support Service.

1.4 To implement Operation Signature as Business as usual and support older victims of fraud by 
a PCSO home visit offering support and crime prevention advice. 

Operation Signature has been embedded as Business As Usual (BAU) and elderly victims of fraud 
continue to receive a follow up visit from their local PCSO. There have been 100 across the county this 
quarter. Fraud prevention material is also distributed via community alerts and leaflet drop with 
Neighbourhood Engagement Vehicle (NEV) and Community Engagement Vehicle (CEV) in conjunction 
with the Action fraud monthly themes. 

1.5 The creation of the Vulnerabilities Officer role within N HP to provide a link between
departments such as the Public Protection Unit and the Mental Health and Missing Team and 
Neighbourhood Policing. To identify and reduce local vulnerability as part of the NHP offer.

Achieved, the role is now embedded within Neighbourhood Policing and was commended as good 
practice during a recent HMICFRS inspection.   

1.6 To create and embed a Policing and partnerships team that identifies and manages ‘Adult 
Safeguarding’ within the county. (Highlighted during HMICFRS inspection around older victims of 
crime).

An adult safeguarding function now sits within the counties Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) at 
Shire Hall, 2 x Adult at risk decision makers have been employed, work has begun with key partners in 
Adult Social Care that will establish process in due course. Adult at risk investigators are not yet in post.

1.7  To embed a Mental Health and Missing team to work with partners to identify those who pose 
the highest risk to themselves and others.

Achieved, the team is now embedded within Harm Reduction and works closely with our Neighbourhood 
Policing colleagues. 

High risk missing adults continue to receive a de-brief after each episode, approximately 60 return 
interviews have been conducted across the county this quarter. 

Operational initiatives such as use of ‘trigger plans’ and ‘Herbert protocol’ are used to assist our search 
management as Business As Usual (BAU) and keep people safe. 

The team continue to work with partners in health and social care to protect the most vulnerable, to 
prevent missing episodes through intensive partnership working and to reduce demand, this is BAU.
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2. Provide support and leadership to  organisations in Gloucestershire that deliver services to 
people affected by hate Incident/crimes, so victims are understood, supported and engaged 
through a range of responses that empower them; facilitate positive outcomes, reduce and 
prevent harm and improve community cohesion. 

2.1 Improve education and awareness of Hate Crime in coordination with the Constabulary’s 
Hate Crime strategy to prevent Hate Crime occurring

2.2 Ensure that victims feel confident to report hate incidents and hate crimes by
Providing access to services in a way that is best for them. 

2.3 Improve the accuracy of the recording and collation of Hate Incidents and Hate crimes

2.4 Ensure that victims of hate crime receive appropriate support

The newly appointed Victim Support Hate Crime co-ordinator continues to receive requests 
for the provision of Hate Crime awareness training. Training has been provided in this quarter 
to GCC Shared Lives officers & Stroud Care Services.

Resources for partner agencies have been provided to enable Community Safety Partnerships to 
raise awareness of Gloucestershire’s Hate Crime Strategy for the national Hate Crime Awareness 
Week (12 – 19 October).

To date, 955 frontline staff have received the awareness package. Work continues on Train the 
Trainer package, working with Kingfisher Treasure Seekers. Examples of awareness raising 
occurred at the BAME Information Day, Barton & Tredworth Cultural Fair, Gloucester Pride, Police 
Open day & Hartpury Wellfest.

Hate crime continues to rise, there several explanations for this; improved recording and data due to 
changes in process from the HMICFRS CDI inspection, improved public confidence in reporting or 
simply an increase in that crime type.  

Hate crime is now dealt with by LIT officers to enable an improved investigation. NHP teams working 
with LIT to reduce repeat victims and provide problem solving to more complex cases where a 
partnership approach is required.

The data below demonstrates both the number and type of hate crime reported during this quarter. It 
does not explain how many of the ‘non-positive outcomes’ are due to the victim failing to support a 
prosecution. 
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3. Increase the effectiveness of Neighbourhood Watch (NHW) within the county of Gloucestershire

3.1 To establish in partnership an effective county NHW Association within National NHW 
guidelines.  

The County NHW Ass is now working well with 4 out of the 6 districts of the County represented 
Efforts are being made to try to gain representation for Tewkesbury and Cotswolds districts.
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3.2 To improve Communication between the Police and NHW by obtaining a more effective 
and user friendly computerised system for the partnership. 

The new system is presently undergoing further development to increase its effectiveness and 
usability.

3.3 To develop wider community safety support initiatives which can be delivered as 
appropriate through NHW volunteers.

Cyber Team HQ are developing a 5 point advice document for older people that will, when 
completed, be able to be emailed to NHW members The proto type has been produced and is 
being shared with a number of Older People Groups for feedback on readability, understanding, 
layout and colour etc.

3.4 To examine opportunities to increase inter-agency working with NHW. 

Business as usual (BAU) 

4. Support the delivery of services to those suffering from dementia in its various forms.

4.1 Help support the growth in provision of safe places around the county for dementia 
sufferers and other vulnerable adults.  

Forest of Dean District Council Team continue to lead on this and will be moving forward on a 
dementia friendly County in the future. They have recently produced a film on the subject and 
both the Police lead and OPCC lead for OBNO have featured in it.

4.2 Support the development of ‘dementia friendly’ communities throughout Gloucestershire. 

Please see update 4.1 

5. Organise an annual multi-agency networking event to share best practice and 
communicate what is available within in the county. 

5.1 The event will provide an opportunity for the Commissioner and the Police lead to 
address those organisations that support the priority and provide an update on the year’s 
activity. 

The ONBO partnership networking event is confirmed for the 13th November 2019, Invitations 
are out, and this year the key-note speaker is Professor Ken Pease.

6. Support Gloucestershire Older Peoples Forum
6.1 SGOPF to build on its ability to represent the voices of older people throughout the 

county identifying needs, concerns and gaps in service provision.

Gloucestershire older Persons Association (GOPA) continues to work for the County’s older 
people and are presently reviewing the operational targets for the group.

6.2 To ensure the voices of older people are better represented so that their needs can be 
identified and gaps in service provision identified and fed back to agencies.
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This will be further enhanced by the process mentioned at 6.1 above. 

7. Work with the lead for ‘cyber-crime’, to identify and address the needs of older and 
vulnerable people. 

7.1 In collaboration with the cybercrime lead, provide bespoke training with regard to staying 
safe online to agencies that are already delivering awareness raising and training 
packages to older people and vulnerable groups. 

Gloucestershire Constabulary Cyber Team are developing a 5 point advice document for older 
people that will, when completed, be able to be emailed to NHW members The proto type has 
been produced and is being shared with a number of Older People Groups for feedback on 
readability, understanding, layout and colour etc. 

8. Continue to support PCSOs to make regular contact with organisations that are supporting 
Older and Vulnerable people. 

8.1 Regular visits to sheltered accommodation within their beats

The use of a ‘time based tasking application’ to record activity has gathered momentum this 
quarter. Whilst there is more work to do with regard to having a consistent approach across the 
county it is still the only means by which we can quantify any activity under this heading. There 
were 90 activities recorded this quarter. 

Delivered as BAU, some examples are;

‘Stroud – working with Age UK to deliver crime prevention sketches this autumn’. 

‘Met with Helen Atkinson from Age UK and Emlyn Phennah from SSAFA to discuss the work that 
they do with veterans of the armed forces. Will be arranging for them to talk with the PCSO's 
around what help and support they can offer to veterans we come into contact with’.

‘During community consultation via door knocking in the Victory Road Whiteshill area. Came 
across a 60 year old male who has very recently lost his wife through a long illness. The 
gentleman was understandably trying to be brave and keep busy. On what was a dark and wet 
evening, the gentleman invited myself and 2 local residents who are working with me on a 
community build initiative in to his home. Observations were that things were very, very sensitive 
for the gentleman. During the conversation, the gentleman became tearful, and I encouraged him 
to talk and let the tears flow. Having spent some time with the gentleman and along with the help 
of the 2 residents - contact details, sign post for help and the offer from the 2 local residents have 
offered to attend housing and other support services with the gentleman. Longer term we 
discussed the options of voluntary work with the gentleman. Family support is in place. Welfare 
checks scheduled in along with the continuing consultation and community build activity’.

‘Coffee morning - Homeberry House, Cirencester + follow up welfare visit to elderly resident with 
the onset of dementia’.

‘Visited elderly victim of ASB /criminal damage in Devon Avenue, Chelt. Much clutter in her 
home. Referred to fire with her permission.’

8.2 Regular visits to places where older people regularly meet such as Lunch Clubs, YGL11, 
Treasure Seekers, Cotswold Friends event and others within their beats

The use of a ‘time based tasking application’ to record activity has gathered momentum 
this quarter. Whilst there is more work to do with regard to having a consistent approach 
across the county it is still the only means by which we can quantify any activity under 
this heading. There were 90 activities recorded this quarter. 
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Delivered as Business as Usual (BAU), some examples are;

‘Drop in session at Dryleaze sheltered accommodation in Wotton under edge for 1.5 hours spoke 
to many residents and discussed emergency contact details and scenarios’.

‘Along with PC 1501 Palfrey, we attended a housing complex in Chipping Campden in which the 
majority of residents are elderly and vulnerable. General crime prevention advice was 
reassurance offered to all’.

‘Follow up meeting with Estate Manager, David Roffey, and St Catherine Court. Introduction of 
PCSO 49064 Poole. Engagement opportunities discussed and it has been agreed that PCSO 
POOLE and I will leave our pictures and contact details on the resident’s notice board with time 
and dates of future attendance. Initially this will be a relaxed meet and greet until we establish 
what the residents would like from us. I have also found out that a Black elders group meet on a 
weekly basis and some of the facilities are available to the wider community. DAVID ROFFEY is 
more than happy for the police to make use of the meeting rooms or large lounge for any 
meetings or presentations’.

‘I attended Apna Ghar Court a Supported living accommodation after receiving a call from one of 
the residents stating that some drug users had gained access to the communal area. I attended 
the location and visited the vulnerable residents which had previously been identified. I found two 
drug users within one of the flats who were swiftly ejected out of the residents. Body worn 
camera footage and details were taken and an Adult Vulnerable Identification Screening Tool 
(VIST) was submitted. Guinness Housing has been made aware. PC Matt Bishop the 
Vulnerabilities officer has been made aware’.

9. To work with organisations that are engaging in inter-generational work
9.1 Liaise with the PCC lead for Young People to examine any opportunities. 

      Please refer to 4.1 and the work with Newent Community School and Dementia. 

9.2 To support the Gloucestershire cadet programme in developing opportunities to deliver crime 
prevention and other initiatives with older people. 

      Delivered as Business as Usual (BAU), no specific initiative to report. 

10. To work with Restorative Justice
10.1 To work with the RJ team to promote and engage the vulnerable in this process when

      appropriate. 

Delivered as Business as Usual (BAU), no specific initiative to report. 

Older but not overlooked – planned activities in next quarter

 OBNO Conference November 13th November 2019.
 Review of Cyber Team document on five ways to staying safe on line
 The GOPA review of operational targets should be completed. 
 Hate crime week of activity (National Hate crime week October). 
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Older but not overlooked – Good News Story 
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Young people becoming adults

Intent:
To deliver sensitive, relevant and effective policing ensuring our young people become law-
abiding, productive members of society
To ensure that the ‘system’ must work for them, not against them

1. Raise awareness across the constabulary of young people’s needs and the issues that cause 
them to offend and how they must be treated with fairness, dignity and respect, and to better 
understand how young people view and experience the Police in Gloucestershire.

1.1 Via Learning & Development creating an educational package for new and current 
Constabulary employees to educate on the modern approach being taken for YPBA across 
the constabulary

The Strategic lead for this priority Kate Langley and the Police lead Superintendent Paul Dutton 
maintain consistent leadership now entering their fourth year as priority leads for Young People 
Becoming Adults.

Further to the initial 12 month training programme & video delivered to all front line staff, a bespoke 
Young Persons & Children First training package has been developed within the Learning & 
development Unit. This package has been recently updated and will be shared with all new staff in 
the current PC & PCSO recruitment process during their initial training phase so they are aware of 
the Police & Crime Plan focus on YPBA and becoming a child friendly county.

The Neighbourhood Policing Department has trained 8 occasional trainers at Insp, Sgt, PCSO & PC 
level. These staff are now working with Learning & Development to shape, prepare & deliver the new 
recruit training which has a strong ‘child focus’ and prevention theme.

160 front line Neighbourhood (NH) staff have received additional training through bespoke NH 
training days. 

In additional areas of education our School beat officers are now starting their second year within the 
schools curriculums.  Within their first 12 months they delivered the following educational inputs into 
schools across the county.

 658 police hours of restorative inputs given to targeted school years 6-9 (10-14yrs)
 22189 children have received inputs re safeguarding and/or personal safety.
 754 sessions delivered to young people linked to Force Operational Priorities
 16 multi-agency meetings attended, where Police attendance was necessary.
 13 Early interventions of incidents from April to June 2019.
 26 ACE’s inputs for partner agencies.
 70 days of young person Training/Constabulary Professional Development attended by 

School beat Officers
 (at no costs )
 24 Police officer inputs observed by teaching colleagues with feedback given to officer

1.2 Introduce video box messaging to all members of the constabulary in YPBA. ’Raising 
awareness’ of young people’s needs and developmental stages.

No delivered at this stage. 
Awaiting feedback from recent HMIP inspection before progressing with this work.
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2. To reduce the number of young people entering the criminal justice system as first time entrants 
[FTE] & reduce reoffending by young people by ensuring that decisions that are made by the 
Police about young people are fair and consistent and seek to divert young people from the CJS 
and ensure they receive the help they need to stop them re-offending, as quickly and efficiently 
as possible.

2.1 Develop the Children First Continuous Improvement plan to ensure that it maintains 
current progress in reducing FTE in a fair & consistent manner.

Gloucestershire remains in the top 10% of authorities in the country for the reduction in First Time 
Entrants to the Criminal Justice System and non criminalisation of young people.

The Children First Continuous Improvement Plan is now fully up to date and progress against the 
plan is being monitored via the monthly working Group and Bi Monthly Strategic Group. Terms of 
Reference for these groups have also been updated- Children First Coordinator oversees 
implementation- Business as usual.

The process for sending cases back from court for consideration by the Joint Decision Panel where 
the criteria has been met has now been agreed. This process has been implemented from 5/9/19.

In response to the Lammy report: The Constabulary have introduced an outcome 22 recording 
measure on Unify. This will ensure that the Youth Restorative Intervention disposal will not 
criminalise or show on an enhanced DBS check. This system is going live from 4th November and it 
has been agreed that all records dating back to 1st April will be amended to reflect Outcome 22.

Outcome 22 is a new police outcome code which can be used when the police have decided to defer 
prosecution until the accused has been given the opportunity to engage with a intervention activity. 
The outcome will be recorded on the Police National Computer as follows:

Outcome 22 – diversionary, educational or intervention activity, resulting from the crime report, has 
been undertaken and it is not in the public interest to take any further action’.

Commentary: Outcome 22 could be an excellent outcome for many children who are investigated by 
the police, who may or may not have made admissions but engage with Youth Offending Team 
(YOT) intervention. This could be a particularly positive development if the police will consider its use 
in relation to serious offence). 

3. Reduce numbers of young people being brought into custody and for those in custody reduce the 
length of time spent in custody and ensure that support is provided throughout the process and 
that police have the information they need about that young person in a timely manner to enable 
more effective support and decision making.

3.1 To Embed and develop 4 key areas of business.

There are 3 youth custody co-ordinators who are now fully vetted and working in the custody suite 
Mon-Fri 9am-9pm plus Sat and Sun 9-5. To bring resilience to this model a further member of Youth 
Support Team (YST) staff has now been vetted and will be trained to support during periods of 
annual leave and sickness. All young people are seen in custody where they give consent and follow 
up appointments are offered within the community within 2 days where this has not been possible for 
any reason. This is monitored via monthly performance surgeries within the YST. 

The custody dashboard is being developed to ensure better access to accurate data relating to 
children in police custody to reflect this priority. This will include accurate monitoring of timescales 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/791082/count-general-apr-2019.pdf
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children are held in custody.  Once developed this data will be extracted and scrutinised in quarterly 
performance reports. We will build upon this data to develop a performance framework for children in 
custody and the youth custody coordinators. This will be monitored via the quarterly multi agency 
custody subgroup. (A sub Group to the Youth Justice Partnership Board).  

Access to police recording systems has now been agreed with the Constabulary to enable custody 
coordinators to record directly on the custody log. This will ensure consistency of recording across 
services.

The Children First Continuous Improvement Plan reflects the need to relaunch the youth custody 
coordinator role along with the advice line and this will be a priority in the next quarter. (CF 
Communications Strategy, link to 1.2 above).

4. Ensure that all young people involved in ASB receive the support and early intervention they 
need in order to reduce further incidents of ASB and the number of formal sanctions being 
sought, as a result of strong partnership working and a clear consistent approach.

4.1 Develop and embed a countywide multi-agency process approach and process for 
responding to ASB by YP.

The Constabulary and Multi Agency operational guidance for dealing with ASB was revised and 
relaunched in January 2019. There have been no further ASBI’s granted against young people in 
Gloucestershire this quarter. Youth support Team (YST)  continue to facilitate multi agency meetings 
and offer support to young people involved in ASB at an early stage and prior to behaviour 
escalating, this prevention and early intervention process is working well - Business as usual.

4.2 Monitor the use of ABC’s, Injunctions and CBOs with young people and to review the 
effectiveness of these interventions. 

It is our intention to formally review the processes used in response to ASB by children and young 
people since the introduction of the new guidance in January 2019. This will help to identify the 
impact and outcomes. 

This will be a priority for Quarter 4- a year after the new guidance was issued.

5. Create strong and successful pathways for YP to engage in support and divert them away from 
crime and re-offending through the improved use of data in order to develop a profile need and 
ensure resources are targeted effectively. 

5.1 Review the gathering and use of data across YST and Gloucestershire Constabulary to 
ensure they are better joined up and a full and accurate picture can be built regarding young 
people’s offending in Gloucestershire.

Young people’s offending and reoffending data is collected and shared across multi agencies and 
the Youth Justice Partnership Board. Areas of focus are understood, increased crime types are 
identified and appropriate response activated.  - This is business as usual

5.2 Ensure that community projects funded by the PCC fit the analysis of risks in need in 
relation to young people. 

 Feedback and Update reports reviewed by Priority leads.
 Annual projects event attended by strategic lead in May 19.
 This area remains business as usual.
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5.3 Gloucestershire constabulary to undertake mapping exercise of offending by young 
people locally by offence types, locations, age, gender, associations and ethnicity. 

We have Young People’s offending data included within the data set provided to and scrutinised by 
the YPBP. This data provides Local Policing area (LPA) specific data (to be broken down through 
Neighbourhood profiling) gender, sex, age, ethnicity.

This additional mapping exercise has been commenced and is incorporated within the 
Neighbourhood profiling work. 

5.4 Review of current programmes available for young people to identify gaps in resource/ 
interventions/ opportunities. 

A session has been planned to conduct this update – No further update.

6. Develop a communications strategy, which allows YP to feel connected and feedback their views 
to the constabulary and partners, and ensures that key messages reach them in a way that is 
meaningful and improves their safety.

6.1 Refresh and develop a communications strategy to highlight YPBA both internally and 
externally.

The delivery of the Children First process and Joint Decision making panel is now business as usual 
and common language throughout the operational front line.

Force Daily Management Meeting (DMM) document updated: Young people in custody are now 
reviewed every day via DMM by the Duty Gold Commander.

Linked to 1.2 above – Further communications plan to be established.

6.2 Work with young people to create an approach, which is something they will relate to and 
wish to use.

Following a care leaver ‘Master Class’ July 2019 - work has commenced between Gloucestershire’s 
Young Ambassadors (YA) and the Constabulary to look as where we can do to support care leaver 
who are seen as adults on their 18th Birthday and face the ‘Cliff Edge’ of the system working against 
them.
We are progressing work to provide a bespoke offer to Care Leavers in Gloucestershire who end up 
in our custody suite. We are creating a system which works for young people not against them.
Gloucestershire YA are supporting this work.

There is now a dedicated young person’s room in the custody suite where the youth custody 
coordinators meet with young people in custody. This is a more comfortable setting than a cell and 
supports the young people to open up about their experiences. There is also a range of activities 
such as colouring books, available to occupy young people whilst in custody. A young person has 
also recently completed an Art project as part of Reparation whilst on a Court Order and this is now 
displayed in the custody suite.
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Young people becoming adults – planned activities in next quarter

 New dashboard for Custody to ‘go live’ and performance framework for young people in custody 
to be agreed and implemented 

  Relaunch of youth custody coordinator role and advice line within the Constabulary 
  Implement 18+ Care leavers offer in Custody Suite
 Develop more detailed data on young people’s offending geography through Neighbourhood 

Profiling


Young people becoming adults – Good News Story 

Simon lives in Bishops Cleeve with his Mum and 3 younger siblings.  He was permanently excluded from 
Cleeve school and an alternative placement was found for him. This meant that Simon had to take 2 
buses to get there. He stopped attending school and started hanging around with other young people in 
Bishops Cleeve resulting in him being arrested for anti-social behaviour.  He attended Court and received 
a 6-month Referral Order.

Initially our priority was to get Simon back into school, so a meeting was arranged with the head teacher.  
After we explained Simon’s difficulty in getting to school, she agreed to provide a taxi and Simon has 
started attending again.

Simon is a keen artist so it was suggested that as part of his reparation he could complete a piece of 
artwork for the custody suite at Waterwells police station.  We contacted a local graffiti artist to support 
Simon with this project. Simon has enjoyed coming to the Youth Centre to do this piece of work and his 
confidence has grown.  As Simon is now attending school, they are trying to set up a work experience 
placement for him with a tattoo artist in Cheltenham.  (This is Simon’s passion and what he would like to 
do in the future).

Simon is now in school and they are 
helping him to do a work experience 
placement in a local tattoo parlour.  In the 
future Simon would like to be a tattoo 
artist.  He has started a portfolio of his 
designs and much of his spare time is 
now spent drawing.  Tim, the graffiti artist 
has really inspired and motivated Simon 
to do this. A Youth Support Team staff 
member who is thinking of ideas for her 
next tattoo has asked to see some of his 
designs.

Simon’s Referral Order will end in 
December 2019.

* Name has been changed
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Safe days and nights

Intent:
To better manage the Gloucestershire night-time economy, with alcohol related crime and disorder being 
reduced
That everyone should be able to go out to our parks, pubs and streets without fear

1. Develop a preventative and collaborative approach to ensure that the county’s night-time 
economy is a safe place for all.

1.1 Build effective relationships between key stakeholders in the night-time economy such as 
police, local council licensing authorities, licensing officers, licensees, door staff, and 
volunteers.

The University of Gloucestershire Community Patrols ensure students enjoy a safe night out in 
Cheltenham Night Time Economy (NTE) on Mondays and Wednesdays. There has been a recent 
successful meeting with PS Benbow from the NH Team to increase the PCSO availability thereby 
increasing the number of patrols

Gloucester Street Pastors continue to support the NTE. This quarter there being 14 patrols 
mounted with a total of 217 volunteer hours, they have been calming aggressive situations, 
helping vulnerable people and handing out flip flops, water and hot drinks and blankets as well as 
cleaning away broken glass. Cheltenham Street Pastors have linked in with the NH team and 
have been trained in radio use and thereby increasing confidence.

Gloucester City Protection Officers continue to work in the early evenings to support the NTE and 
promote and support the city’s Purple Flag accreditation.

The Police Neighbourhood Teams having been continuing to working with the Special 
Constabulary to effectively police the NTE. Training Days are being planned in October and 
January at Skill Zone to upskill Special Constables through scenario based training with role 
actors coming from police officers and PCSOs within the Neighbourhood Policing (NHP) Team.

The new NH shift pattern which will to support the NTE by ensuring consistent NH working until 
0500hrs has now been finalised. The pattern will come into being on 13 January. This will 
strengthen partnership even further as NH officers will be present for the whole of the NTE shifts 
on a Friday and Saturday Night.

The £2K of funding for ID scanners to be used within licensed premises in Gloucester that has 
been secured from the PCCs Fund has now been increased to £4K. With further funding being 
sought from Gloucester BID and City Safe. These devises have been shown to reduce crime by 
67% in areas such as Brighton, Liverpool and Portsmouth. It is anticipated that the devices will 
start being used in November / December.

Both Cheltenham and Gloucester continue to hold their quarterly Nightsafe meetings attended by 
all major partners. At the August Gloucester meeting PS Martyn Murawa delivered an input to 
partners around the importance of managing trauma for those who work within the NTE. This was 
well received with organisations taking this away to look at their own arrangements in managing 
the wellbeing of their staff.
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1.2 Make long-term plans to make the physical environments of the NTE as safe as possible.

Licensing Officer PC Matt Hammond during national knife awareness week conducted a test 
purchase operation with a couple of young persons and Special Constable Chris Field across 
Gloucester. There were 12 tests across the City with some close calls but no failures. 

Three existing cameras within Springbank Park were reconnected to Springbank Community 
Resource Centre (SCRC) in Cheltenham on 23rd September. 4 others are problematic, but being 
worked on and another 5 spare cameras from Cheltenham Borough Council (no charge) are to be 
installed.

2. Understand and address actual levels of anti-social behaviour and the harm that accompanies 
it.

2.1 Community Building & Strength Based Working

Intensive Engagement has now been rolled out in 5 of the 6 Boroughs with an input given by CI 
Roddy Gosden to the Safer Gloucestershire Board Meeting on 15 October updating the CSP 
leads around this initiative. It was agreed that now the initial implementation has been completed 
led by the Police, the CSPs will now take this forward supported by their local NH Inspectors and 
teams.

Barton and Tredworth Cultural Fayre went ahead on 17th August with approximately 1000 
residents attending. This continues to be free and accessible to everyone with 48 volunteers 
contributing 440hrs of work. Many people stated that it was the best year so far!

Gloucester City Council continue with their Community Building Cooperative major partners being 
Barnwood Trust and Gloucester Constabulary. PCSOs will soon be working alongside community 
builders from the Cheltenham Borough Council (CBC) within their areas to strengthen those 
communities through an asset based approach.

2.2 Effective multi agency working to reduce the impact of ASB

Gloucester City Wardens, City Protection Officers (CPO’s) continue to provide a visible presence 
in the City coming up with creative ideas and problem solving. They attended a Wellfest Event on 
19 September. CPOs have now moved into an office in the treasure Seekers building this is 
invaluable in engaging with young and vulnerable people.

2.3 Take an holistic approach to deal with ASB (Diversionary activity, RJ, Solace, Aston Project)

Open The Door – Stroud have been working with disadvantaged youths over the summer holidays 
running initiatives such as a dance workshop series, supporting Year 11pupils on GCSE results day 
looking for alternative opportunities for them and a Scratch and Skate activity event involving scootering, 
DJing and dancing.

The Venture – White City have run 3 after school sessions and 1 Junior Warden session a week 
involving 40 to 60 children. This quarter there has been a 6 week programme of activities throughout the 
summer holidays with a group of girls going on a residential holiday to Tresco Bay. The Junior wardens 
have also visited the Force Control Room together with local PCSOs as well as getting involved in 
Operation Switch, the Constabulary’s response to residential burglaries.

The Aston Project now covers Cheltenham, Gloucester, Newent, and Tewkesbury. Aston Project 
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Nailsworth has ceased due to the PCSO resigning (new career path) and limited number of referrals. We 
were able to signpost the handful of children we were working with and sensitively `close’ down this area 
without any damage to the Aston Project brand or indeed project reputation. All relevant partners have 
been updated. 62 children continue to be supported by the project. See attached report

ASTON PROJECT 
Quarterly PCC July19.docx

Solace continues to work alongside partners in Cheltenham and Gloucester tackling ASB especially 
around the three strands of Street Aware namely, begging, youth ASB and street drinking. They have also 
been successful in gaining a 3 month closure order in Gloucester around premises that have been causing 
considerable ASB and quality of life issues to the community. See below attached report.

SOLACE update - 
Glos and Chelt - July, Aug and Sept 19.docx

2.4 Create safer and attractive places within the County.

Play Gloucestershire on 23rd September started work on a new play area in Ayland Gardens, Gloucester. 
They have been campaigning for this since 2012. They are working with the local community on this and 
have welcomed some refugee children to the scheme.

Roots Coffee continues to provide a safe place for people to get together, this summer’s activities have 
included, rock painting, scavenger hunt, princess and superhero story time for children and a crochet 
based craft evening.

3. Understand and address Hate Crime/Incident and its impacts  

3.1 Deliver the County Hate Crime/Incident Strategy 

4. Understand the true county profile for stalking and harassment and seek to prevent harm at the 
earliest possible stage.

5. .  
4.1 Explore the possibility of a “stalking clinic” with partners to consider risk and take collective 
appropriate action

4.2 Ensure that police workforce and partners understand what constitutes stalking and 
harassment recording such and taking appropriate action. 

4.3 Deliver an awareness campaign externally. 

5. PROTECT - Safeguard those who are subjected to domestic abuse and reduce the actual 
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incidence of it.

5.1 All-agency training and awareness-activities

5.2 Cohesive survivor-focused criminal justice processes.  (Domestic Abuse Best Practice 
Framework).  

5.3 Effective all-agency risk assessment and risk mitigation.

Safe days and nights for all – planned activities in the next quarter

 Operations within Gloucester and Cheltenham will be taking place to reduce the 
ASB and crime during the period before and during Halloween and Bonfire Night.

  MoU for Gloucester partners is due to be agreed and signed.

Safe days and nights for all – Good News Story 

Solace in conjunction with other teams in the Police were at the address for the execution of the 
warrant as well as the applicants to court for the closure order. Magistrates commended the 
application and supported the closure for 3 months – giving the community much needed respite.

https://www.gloucestershirelive.co.uk/news/gloucester-news/police-close-down-gloucester-house-
3168180

https://www.gloucestershirelive.co.uk/news/gloucester-news/police-close-down-gloucester-house-3168180
https://www.gloucestershirelive.co.uk/news/gloucester-news/police-close-down-gloucester-house-3168180
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Safe and social driving
Intent:
That people are able to move around our communities in safety and with as much ease and convenience 
as possible
That the police will enforce the law when necessary, but will all work to reduce offending and antisocial 
driving

1. Educating to enable early intervention and prevention

Road Safety education for children &young people (0-15years) Interactive road safety education 
for Key Stages 1 to 4. Programme includes: pedestrian safety, awareness of moving traffic at 
pedestrian crossings, safe disembarking from a bus and being a safe and aware car passenger.

1.1 New Journey-
Training up to 300 Y8 students from 10 schools to be road and personal safety mentors for their 
schools new Y7 intake

No updates to provide as this activity has not been delivered in the last quarter. 

1.2 New Journey for Special Educational Needs (SEN) students.
Travel training and pedestrian safety for students with a disability. 

27 students over two days 16/17th July 2019 working with Special Educational Needs (SEN) 
Enablement team  Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) and New Journey schools were Chosen Hill, 
Wyedean, Dean Academy, Gloucester Academy on Day 1 & Milestone Schools on Day 2 all are 
supported by the GCC Independent Travel Training Team and Advisory Teaching Service Sensory-
Physical team had the opportunity to practice their independence skills at home & in the community by 
spending a day at Skillzone. They were able to practise a variety of scenarios with the friendly Skillzone 
volunteers, the young people heard from the Police & Keepsafe teams & had the opportunity to develop 
their travel skills on a bus provided by Stagecoach. The days were also attended by young people 
taking part in the National Citizenship Scheme & an Independent Travel Training Team & Advisory 
Teacher from neighbouring regions. 
 
Feedback summary 

 17 of the students who gave feedback really enjoyed the day
 Students particularly enjoyed the alleyway, the house & the bus
 17 of the students found the alleyway ‘scary’ & so would be more cautious about going down 

one alone 
 17 of the students said they would like to come again 

All of the accompanying adults really enjoyed the day, some saying that it had exceeded their 
expectations   

1.3 Bikeability-
Offered to every school in county. FSM child are free for Yr5/6/7. This involves on road cycling 
training. 
Update not available yet for figures for July-September. 
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1.4 School Police Liaison Officers-
Engaging with schools throughout the county and educating young people.  

Not currently delivering Road Safety prevention. 

2. Road Safety Education for Young People (16-24yrs)
2.1 Drive iQ - An online, free road safety certificated course (Before commencing Drive IQ for the 
next academic year an evaluation will be carried out).

This is a localised certificated online driving awareness programme delivered by Gloucestershire Fire 
and Rescue Service. It helps the student to acquire knowledge, which will inform decision-making 
processes to reduce risk taking and misconceptions. Drive iQ was funded for 3 years at an overall cost 
of £36,000. We have not been able to secure funding for this and feel that we will now spend some time 
evaluating its effectiveness and validity moving forward. 

During this quarter 42 registered with Drive iQ. With an overall total from September 2018- August 2019 
of 1088 registrations.

2.2 Drive for Life - A one day, multiagency timetabled event providing road safety education 
through practical exhibits and theoretical workshops 

Drive 4 Life was delivered to 230 students at Farmor’s School in Fairford. During this day the students 
received a number of prevention presentations as well as hands on experiences. The students were 
split into 6 groups and supported by a tutor. They went to different workshops such as Eyes on the 
Road, Basic First Aid and Virtual Reality headsets. They also experienced Go-karts with booze 
goggles, what to do at the scene of a road traffic collision. Followed by a live extrication where two 
pupils were extricated from a vehicle. 

We received fantastic feedback 
‘It was a very enjoyable experience led by a group of inspirational and passionate professionals.’

2.3 Wrecked - A workshop designed to reduce the harm caused by drink and drug driving.
(Before the next academic year this will be reviewed and evaluated to see if it is still effective.)

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service delivered this workshop, designed to reduce the harm caused 
by drink and drug driving, to 400 students this quarter. The numbers were low this quarter but this is 
due to schools being on Summer Holidays throughout July and August. As well as A-Level examination 
period, which makes it difficult to find curriculum time to be able to deliver Wrecked.

2.4bypass thE daNGER - A workshop aimed at empowering passengers to ‘speak up’
(Before the next academic year this will be reviewed and evaluated to see if it is still effective.)

Students attended this workshop delivered by Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service staff during this 
quarter. It is designed to encourage young people to “speak up” to careless or dangerous driving. The 
number of those who attended this quarter was 140. The numbers were low this quarter but this is due 
to schools having been on summer holidays for July and August.

2.5 What if... Roadshow - A film and on-stage testimonies detailing the long-lasting effects of an 
Road Traffic Collision (RTC) 
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The What if…? Roadshow all dates have been booked for next February and March 2020 so far we 
have at Cirencester College 251 external student at Cirencester College, 1144 students at EDF Energy 
Gloucester, 916 at Cheltenham Ladies College and around 800-1000 at Hartpury College. With the 
Forest of Dean still to confirm.  

2.6 What if…? Roadshow- We will consider if it would be beneficial to run a What if..? Roadshow 
on a quarterly basis for young people facing criminal Convictions. To Link with Young People 
becoming adults (Kate Langley). 

No updates to provide this quarter. 

2.7 New Technology and innovation
To use new technology to educate young people on the hazards on our roads.

The virtual reality headsets have been successfully used at a number of events for both students age 
16-24 years and members of the public ages 15+. At Farmors School in Fairford 230 students used 
them. At the police open day 12000 people attended open day, as well as over 1000 people attended 
Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue Service open day. We are now working on creating an engagement 
recording process. 

3.
3. Road safety education for Adults (24+)

3.1 Biker Down – Motorcycle rider education focussed on incident & casualty care. 

Two sessions took place during this quarter (August is not covered within the programmes)
Attendees were: July – 21, Sep – 22. 

In September a Bike Safe course was also run with 12 attendees. 

3.2 NDORS 
 (National Driver Offender Retraining Scheme)  Driver and rider education programmes as an 

option to punishment for a range of motoring offences. NDORS courses will be delivered to all 
clients referred by participating police forces for a range of offences.

In the quarter to 30th September 2019, we had 6,834 course bookings, of which 4,695 were on-line 
(69%) and 2,139 via call handlers (31%). In mid- May, the central NDORS booking system changed 
making the process longer for us by approximately 5 mins per call. As volumes of offences/offers 
increase, we are likely to require a further call handler to continue to provide a reasonable service.
We have operated courses from 8 sites across the county including the full suite of NDORS courses.
In total, 249 (212) NDORS courses were run in Gloucestershire, educating 5,515 (4,385) clients, of 
which 54% were Gloucestershire Constabulary detected offences. 

3.3 National Speed Awareness for drivers and riders who have been detected speeding within 
an agreed threshold. 

Of the above, 222 courses were run for speed, with 4,954 participants.
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3.4 Safe and Considerate Driving is offered by Police as an alternative to attending court for 
some road traffic collision cases where possible driving without due care and attention 
offences.

We have run a monthly course and have educated 37 people on the all-day safe & considerate driving 
course. 

3.5 What’s Driving Us? Is offered as an alternative to attending court for some deliberate driving 
offences, typically ignoring traffic signs/warnings.

We have run 6 courses educating 125 clients during the quarter.

3.6 National Motorway Alertness is a course offered as an alternative to fines and/or court where 
an offence has been detected in a motorway area.

Although we have no smart motorway systems in Gloucestershire, we have run 18 courses educating 
400 clients during the quarter. 

3.7 NDORS on-line courses for non-endorseable offences such as seat belt usage

During the quarter 198 offers of on-line courses for seat belt offences have been sent out & to date 64 
of these have already been successfully completed.

3.8 Increased road safety educational opportunities for road traffic collision offences. 
Early identification of education as an alternative to prosecution. Process review and policy 
change to enable officers to submit minimum required to support education default option CJD 
Traffic Unit Head and Unit Manager to visit Neighbourhood & Op Policing & training days to 
highlight changes. 

Processes have been reviewed and will continue to evolve as we take on additional work from front line 
colleagues. All neighbourhood policing units have been visited and have received details of our new 
guidance.

4. Community Engagement and compliance

4.1 Road Safety Community Engagement Hub 

Injury collision data continues to be received promptly, the table below compares first part of 2019 with 
same period in 2018. The step change in serious casualties in 2016 due to the introduction of CRASH 
appears to have stabilised although there was a peak for serious casualties in Apr-Jun 2019

2018 2019
Fatal Serious Slight Fatal Serious Slight

Jan-
Mar 9 56 158 3 60 182
Apr-
Jun 8 61 180 2 88 188
Jul-
Sep 4 67 161 5 60 192
Total 21 184 499 10 208 562
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2018 
KSI = 205

2019 
KSI = 218

2018 
Total 
= 704

2019 
Total 
= 780

4.2 Utilising the CJ traffic unit to: Improve the timeliness, quality and consistency of traffic 
offence management. Review current procedures in order to reduce the workload involved in 
reporting offences for front line officers & investigative departments to encourage greater 
activity.

We have implemented recommendations from our Chief Constable/PCC approved strategy 
document, a police officer, a civilian investigator and a traffic evidential review officer are in 
situ, allowing us to centralise the investigation of minor traffic collisions, thereby reducing 
pressure upon front line officers and IIT. This is also leading to swifter resolution of collision 
cases and has already seen an increased uptake in education rather than prosecution. Our 
current figures show that 80% of minor traffic collisions are now dealt with by the Criminal 
Justice Department traffic investigation unit. 

4.3 Examine options for new technology including fixed/mobile/ANPR & average speed delivery 
options, together with dashcam footage from Highways and the general public.

Dashcam footage is being accepted via single on line home or force control room directly into 
Criminal Justice Department traffic investigations unit. We have received 259 pieces of footage 
and have provided a positive resolution in 173 cases as follows:

Court cases completed 4
Court cases pending 7
“What’s driving us?” courses completed 37
“What’s driving us?” courses booked 14
Motorway Awareness courses completed 31
Ride courses completed  (motorcyclists) 1
Ride courses booked 0
Fixed penalty issued (3 points and £100) 5
Fixed penalty issued (6 points and £200) 
Mobile Phone

1 

Non endorsable fixed penalty 1
Cases still being investigated (but not No 
Further Action Taken)

72

5. Enforcement and campaigns

5.1 Road Safety Campaigns

June/July - Drink & Drug 
Data downloaded from the breath test kits up to 14/10/2019 
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ALCOHOL tests
Month Tests carried out Fail/Refusal % Fail Refusal
June 438 125 29%
July 548 92 17%

DRUGS tests
Month Tests carried out Fail % Fail
June 39 20 51%
July 31 16 52%

We continue to believe that there is significant under-reporting of the use of the drugs wipes, despite 
reminders having been included in weekly Bulletins.
We did have an issue with the access to the App on the Samsung devices. This has been resolved and 
further updates were provided to operational officers.

July – Carriage of dangerous Goods
This was not a Tier 1 campaign and, as such, we have not pushed for any specific activity. However, 
the potential assistance to deal with local complaints regarding the flouting of weight restrictions by 
Goods vehicles was offered but no requests were received. One operation that had been outlined in the 
Forest neighbourhood was unable to be completed.

A repeat of the Close Pass operation was carried out in the Forest neighbourhood with the assistance 
of Andy Lewis MBE, a Paralympian cyclist. There were no ‘close pass’ offences committed. 

August – Speed
This campaign will be based on business as usual by the Camera Enforcement team (CET) and 
Specialist Operations.
Requests have been made to Neighbourhoods for any locations where speed complaints have been 
raised. Other than some previously recorded locations no additional ones have been reported.
The Traffic management and Road Safety officers have new ‘non-enforceable’ speed detection 
equipment that is being rolled out for availability to local Community Speedwatch Groups. Alongside 
these groups the CET have a number of groups to whom they are providing support.

Speeding 
Offences detected 1323
Speed Limit
30 37%
40 13%
50 16%
60 0%
70 27%
Veh Class 8%

Speeding – Offenders identified
Male 61%
Female 39%
Under 25 2%
25 and over 98%

September – Power of Two Wheels

Operation Endurance being run in both Cheltenham and Gloucester neighbourhoods, although no 
results have been received in regards to the Gloucester operation.
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Number of incidents of motorcycles being used in an antisocial manner in the Cheltenham area

March   12
April       82 – Op Endurance started end of April
May       34
June      41
July        17
August 11

Between April and August 29 motorcycles were seized.
11 stolen bikes were recovered, 6 bikes were seized for being ridden with no insurance, 3 bikes were 
seized for having no tax, 5 seized as they were abandoned on the highway. 3 bikes seized as they 
were suspected to be stolen, 1 bike was seized after it continued to be used in an antisocial manner 
after a warning notice was issued.

Close Pass education and engagement activities have taken place at the Speech House vintage motor 
show, Farmor’s School, Wellfest at Hartpury and the Force Open day.

Prior to the campaign start, in collaboration with West Mercia Police, officers from Cotswolds, Roads 
Policing Unit (RPU) and the camera enforcement team held a one-day operation on A44, Fish Hill, 
targeting motorcyclists for both education and enforcement. Officers from the RPU have also carried 
out high profile engagement activities with motorcyclists (Points West and local print/online media 
featured articles).
The Camera Enforcement team have been deployed on Wednesday evenings on routes that 
motorcyclists use to visit the “Bikers’ Nites”. Alongside some being attended by RPU motorcyclists 
these have resulted in few offences being detected and positive reactions from the attendees.

Safe and social driving – planned activities in next quarter

 Current levels of activity with mobile speed enforcement are to be maintained. New mobile officers 
fully trained and are active on community sites. A new officer is still to be recruited.

 Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) remain willing to digitise the fixed site camera network. 
Discussions are ongoing over a potential investment by them. The potential multi usage camera 
has encountered difficulties.

 Work ongoing with GCC & Glos Highways regards additional sites for fixed site/mobile deployment 
– next meeting 4th October

 Meeting held with Motor Insurance Bureau and considering approach with them regards uninsured 
drivers. Expected to agree a joint approach on uninsured drivers.

Safe and social driving – Good News Story 

We will provide examples of anti-social driving supplied to us via dashcam, but await prosecution/disposal 
of offences before doing so.

2 new mobile camera vans, paid for by the OPCC, will be with us in the week commencing 7th October. 
These vans will also carry the long range lenses to detect a whole range of offences in addition to speed 
and we will publicise the capability once again when the new equipment is with us to remind local drivers 
that seat belt usage is essential for their safety.

Young Driver Advanced Driver Training is a funded project. This quarter they have had a young female 
driver who previously showed dangerous driving decisions before starting the course. She then 
responded well to instruction and after two extra drives compared to the average, passed the course with 
a good result. 
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Safer Cyber

Intent:
To ensure Gloucestershire is safer as people, commerce and other organisations increasingly live, trade 
and work on-line.  It underpins personal safety, economic growth and proseperity, in urban and rural 
environments, by supporting pepole of all ages, organisations and businesses

1. Ensure that citizens and businesses have the knowledge and ability to defend themselves 
against Cyber Crime.

1.1 Gloucestershire Constabulary will deliver relevant harm reduction advice within all 
communities, with particular focus on vulnerable people and local businesses, which is 
responsive to current trends.  

Completed.

1.2 Multiple inputs have been provided for a variety of community and school groups giving the 
Safer Cyber message, the emphasis is now on encouraging groups into ongoing self-delivery.

 Successful and ongoing area of work.
 Training given to 30 professionals to continue delivery.
 Inputs given to 1200 safer cyber attendees, plus very successful Safer Cyber input given at the 

Constabulary Open day (12,000 people in attendance).

1.3 A centrally held library of Safer Cyber content created or approved by the Harm reduction team 
will be compiled.

Completed. 

1.4 Gloucestershire Constabulary will move focus of Safer Cyber messaging away from business 
(which now has existing support); towards the general residents of the county. The ambition is to 
‘industrialise’ a simple harm reduction message and deliver this at scale to every resident and 
pupil. Utilising a ‘train the trainer’ approach involving Neighbourhood Watch, the school system, 
volunteers and trusted partners

 Industrialised message content has been further crafted.

 Glos Constabulary website has been updated with new content, linking into the ‘5 Simple steps’ 
safer cyber message.

 Testing of the message is underway with older citizen group.

 Soft launch of the message delivered on the Constabulary open day, with very positive feedback 
on ‘5 Simple steps’.

 New messaging has been trialled through Newent Community School – with all parents on email 
list receiving our ‘5 Simple steps’ message.

 Inputs continue to be delivered to community groups, etc. across the county and further inputs are 
arranged including some for April 2020!
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2. Reach every resident within Gloucestershire with an industrialised Safer Cyber Message. 

2.1 Source existing Safer Cyber material and guidance from third parties and review for relevancy 
and simplicity of message. 

Completed. The message is consistent with that of the National Cyber Security Centre 
(NCSC) and central partners; suitable third party material has been chosen and is signposted 
on our constabulary website – both written and video formats for each section, to give the 
audience a choice.

2.2 Test our simplified message against a subject group of the elderly. Develop the message 
based upon the feedback, to ensure it is understood and effective.

This is now underway, with two versions of our ‘5 simple steps’ leaflet being considered by a 
test group of older citizens. The 5 simple steps have also been incorporated into inputs being 
delivered to older communities across the county.

2.3 Pilot the ‘train the trainer’ and community advocate approach within Gloucestershire 
Constabulary.

This is now business as usual for the cyber harm reduction officers and a continued work 
stream. Approx. 30 professionals trained in the past quarter and further professionals from 
other organisations, including Victim Support, to be trained in the next quarter. 

2.4 Compile a selection of compelling Case Studies to gain public interest. 

Ongoing area – we have a selection of cases to reference, but over time intend to develop a library of 
cases to run a media campaign, in parallel with our industrialising our message.

2.5  Launch ‘5 Simple Steps’ message through Neighbourhood  Watch scheme and Community 
alerts system – using a community advocate system to deliver the message directly to small 
personal groups and encourage the audience to share with immediate family.

On hold pending feedback from test groups.

2.6 Create a Safer Cyber events calendar within the Harm Reduction team; to coordinate our 
messaging and events with internal and external partners and third party events. 

Completed 

3. Increase the Constabulary capability to detect, understand, investigate and disrupt hostile 
cybercrime, pursuing and prosecuting offenders. 

3.1 Increase the capacity of the Digital Intelligence Unit, to include dedicated cyber investigators.

Completed 

3.2 Integrate the digital intelligence unit into mainstream policing and investigations.
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Completed 

3.3 Gloucestershire Constabulary will be proactive in steering talented individuals away from 
cyber criminality, resulting in the disruption of potential organised crime that would leverage 
such skillsets.

We now have an officer trained in debriefing. We are awaiting second debriefer to be put in post 
before this can be fully considered as business as usual. Once in place we will proactively scan all 
prisoners for signs of dishonest cyber interests and seek to divert them into positive cyber initiatives. 
Prevent referrals for young people on the periphery of cyber-crime continue as concerns are raised.

4. Innovate and develop further relationships with partners to ensure that the Constabulary have 
the necessary tools and skills to combat cybercrime effectively. 

4.1 Gloucestershire Constabulary will continue to work with our specialist Police Support 
Volunteers and commercial partners to increase our technology, knowledge and effectiveness 
against the prompt and effective investigation of cybercrime.

The movement of our focus has put this on hold – our resources are best used to reach the public 
widely with a simple message and leave the high end development to partners with time and 
resources to achieve this. Our brief will move to a watch and use approach, to adopt useful tools after 
they have been developed.

4.2 Gloucestershire Constabulary will continue to develop staff and partner knowledge to 
mainstream cybercrime, making it business as usual.

Completed.
Partnership with Newent Community school is providing further Safer Cyber and ‘online personal 
health content’ that we can use and share across the county. Work will begin on the Cyber Volunteers 
programme from a Protect perspective in the next quarter which will allow us to recruit and train 
volunteers to become ‘cyber champions’ within their own organisations and, where appropriate, to 
further deliver the Safer Cyber messaging within the community.

4.3 Gloucestershire Constabulary will continue to work with other statutory agencies and Local 
Resilience Forum members in exercising around the potential aftermath of a critical cyber 
enabled incident, enhancing the resilience and business continuity of the Constabulary and 
wider county critical services.

The Digital Intelligence Unit is capable of the required police response to a reported live cyber 
event.There is no capacity at present to develop further contingency plans with business and partners 
– but given the mature LRF and central advice for businesses, this is not a current priority.

4.4 Expand the Constabulary YouTube channel to host Safer Cyber content, in support of our 
messaging and cyber inputs.

Further videos are being scoped out for us to develop. No current need for a repository for these yet; 
this area will be revisited when required.

4.5 Seek support and partnership from local students, to design and create Safer Cyber 
educational videos for YouTube….generating relevance and awareness for us and an 
opportunity to showcase talent for the student.
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Early exploration has identified positivity and opportunity to work with Newent Community school, but 
capacity challenges exist on both sides.

Safer cyber – planned activities in next quarter

 Handover to new policing lead (DI John Wood).
 Develop outline requirements for new video content and pose to the student body at Newent 

Community School, for them to develop as a media project.
 Improve ‘5 Simple steps’ message with feedback from older citizens.
 Launch ‘5 Simple steps’ initiative within Gloucestershire Constabulary.
 Expand direct messaging to parents through schools contact lists.

Safer cyber –  Good News Story 

Gloucestershire Constabulary open day – 12,000 attended, with the cyber marquee very busy all day with 
the public.

Two members of the team have been awarded a Chief Constable’s Merit as part of the Impact Awards 
2019 for their ongoing commitment to protecting people from cyber-crime.

A Compassionate Approach 

1. Help develop an approach for the Constabulary and Office of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner to help animals enjoy a life free of cruelty and ensure it has regard to animal 
welfare in its policy development . 

This has been achieved with the creation of the Police and Crime Plan commitment ‘A compassionate 
approach’. The Constabulary is committed to and is led by the NPCC Rural affairs strategy 2018-21 and 
the Wildlife crime strategy 2018-21. The county’s wildlife crime engagement group has been established 
as a result of this. 

All of the above sits as part of our policing delivery as Business As Usual (BAU). 

2. Encourage the Constabulary to work with partner agencies to ensure positive action is taken 
against those who break the law

We have conducted regular patrols this summer as part of Operation Endurance, quad and All Terrane 
Vehicles patrols of our rural areas to tackle anti-social behaviour and nuisance motor bike use. These 
offences destroy habitat and disrupt wildlife. Two key partners helping us tackle this issue were Forestry 
England (Forest of Dean) and Gloucestershire Highways. 
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We have sent a joint Constabulary and OPCC letter to all hunt groups in the county and the Master 
of Foxhounds Association. The letter is a regional directive that sets out our expectations with 
regard to conduct and behaviour for the forthcoming hunt season and encourages the continued 
partnership approach to reducing complaints of illegal hunting. 

3. Work with organisations who seek to educate in animal welfare matters

We have attended a number of local and regional rural shows throughout the summer to promote and 
educate the public in wildlife crime and animal welfare. The rural crime team also attended the 
Constabulary’s and OPCC’s Open Day with some of our partners
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4. Ensure crime prevention advice is made available to pet or other animal owners
This summer we have been reviewing our on line crime prevention advice which will be available on our 
new web site from October 2019. We have also produced wildlife crime prevention advice that has now 
been circulated via the CLA and National Farmers Union (NFU); this has also been made available to the 
public via Neighbourhood Engagement Vehicle (NEV) and Community Engagement Vehicle (CEV). 

5. Ensure reports of dog or other pet/animal theft are investigated by the Constabulary
Reports of pet and animal theft are taken seriously and investigated. As a Constabulary, we understand 
the impact of this crime type on an owner. I am not able to provide any data with regards to the numbers 
of incidents for this quarter. 

6. Follow the work of and work with the All Party Group for Animal Welfare (APAGW) to ensure 
any relevant legislation or good practice is acted upon, including its commitment to One 
Welfare

We continue to receive updates from APGAW. 

7. Ensure the Constabulary treats its own animals (police dogs and horses) with compassion and 
respect and values the service they deliver and the work they do.

Our dog section continues to work towards the refreshed Animal Welfare Lay Visitors Scheme for dogs. 
This national scheme is similar to an Independent Custody Visitors’ (ICV) scheme and aims to ensure the 
welfare of police dogs. Due to the PCC’s commitment to ‘A compassionate approach’ and the Chief 
Constable’s role as national police lead for police dogs, we have been working with national charity, The 
Dogs’ Trust, to review and revamp the scheme and introduce it to chief constables and PCCs across the 
country. The Constabulary is responsible for the scheme and the OPCC for the lay visitor’s element of it.

Our mounted section has been given the approval by the British Horse Society to deliver the ‘changing 
lives through horses programme’. It has also been judged as ‘highly commended’ with regard to our 
equine management. 
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8. Ensure the link between animal cruelty and human wellbeing and vulnerability is 
acknowledged, understood and acted upon as part of a One Welfare* approach

We continue to raise awareness within the organisation to make the link between animal welfare and how 
we approach dealing with vulnerability and neglect, particular child welfare. Our Vulnerability Identification 
Screening Tool (VIST) is designed to capture this approach. 

9. Ensure the Constabulary maintains good levels of expertise to understand issues such as 
wildlife crime and other illegal activity, such as crimes against endangered species. This 
includes the Constabulary’s Rural and Environmental Crime Officer/Liaison Officers and 
working with the National Wildlife Crime Unit ** and linked to the Draft Wildlife Crime Strategy 
2018-2021 ***

During the summer, PC Mel Campbell represented the Constabulary at the South West rural and wildlife 
crime strategic group meeting. The meeting enables us to share best practice and learn from partners. 

There has been no significant training this quarter. 

A Compassionate Approach  – planned activities in next quarter

 An operation to deliver a week of action in respect of wildlife and rural crime as per the NPCC 
national directive.

 Work to develop collar numbers and warrant cars for our police dogs and horses as part of ‘Fin’s 
Law’ which recognises them as sentient beings rather than assets.

A Compassionate Approach  –  Good News Story 

Please see section 7.  

A Green and Pleasant County

1. Ensure the OPCC and the Constabulary seek new opportunities to reduce waste and pollution, 
while maintaining its ISO 14001 certification

1.1 Certification 14001 - only force in country to have this Lloyds register audits - Debbie Shaw 
visits - maintain certification

• Work is ongoing to ensure that all parts of the ISO certification process are evidenced to the 
required standard.

• Recertification achieved 
• First surveillance visit made July 2019 continued certification approved.

1.2 Internal audits – MG

 There is a programme of internal audits covering the required sections of the ISO certification – 
the Environmental Manager oversees this whole process.

 Results of audits are reported bi-annually at Constabulary Governance Board (CGB)
 Audits completed this quarter include Hester’s Way, Bamfurlong, Forest of Dean (Coleford) and 

Dursley.
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1.3 Emergency Procedures for spills - right control measures - oil to Coleford / Fleet - taken away 
- correct procedure to prevent contamination of environment

The Environmental Manager has a process in place to check compliance with the processes that are 
documented and in place across the organisation. Records are audited and actions raised where 
improvements are recommended.

1.4 Procedures for waste disposal and recycling

The Environmental Manager has a process in place to check compliance with the processes that are 
documented and in place across the organisation. Records are audited and actions raised where 
improvements are recommended.

1.5 Reduce and reuse furniture and stationery- not wasted but reused

The Constabulary has a furniture store within the complex at Waterwells. The Estates team 
considers this store before placing orders for new furniture, maximising the opportunities to re-use 
existing stock across the whole Constabulary and OPCCThe Sabrina Centre (our new leadership 
and development academy and conference centre at Berkeley) – furniture to be reused/recycled.

1.5 Carbon management plan and projects within it

 The Constabulary has a comprehensive Carbon Management plan in place and held an event on 
30 April at HQ Waterwells which was attended by a number of external agencies, where the plan 
was launched. 

 Work is ongoing under the management of the Environmental Manager to monitor the 
Constabulary`s and OPCC’s progress towards reducing carbon use. 

1.6 Monitoring and Measuring of Utilities

 The Environmental Manager and Chief of Staff meet on a monthly basis with the Jugo energy 
consultant to discuss the Constabulary’s performance and to identify opportunities for further 
reductions

 Data input progressed reports to be made available in November 2019.

2. Ensure the Constabulary carries out a root and branch audit of its environmental footprint, 
including energy audits

2.1 Carbon footprint calculated on an annual basis - IM Serve website - data for electric & gas 
consumption; fuel used in fleet and business travel mileage = all adds up to our carbon usage.
Carbon Management Plan target 15% reduction by  31st March 2021

 Carbon Management plan is now in place which details how the Constabulary will reduce the 
carbon usage

 Figures for carbon usage have been calculated for the 18/19 year and are being validated so that 
an assessment can be made on how well the target is being achieved.

2.2 As per above for - precise management information - automatic calculation of carbon footprint. 
("Carbon Desktop application")

 The Constabulary has purchased a desktop application which allows us to accurately monitor and 
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analyse our utilities consumption. 

 The detailed monitoring of consumption commenced in April 2019 and is subject to ongoing 
development and refinement.

 Data input progress reports to be provided November 2019.

2.3 Energy audit
Produced for a range of buildings - 7 already done. Prism, Compass & Phoenix left to do - top 10 
sites.

 The Environmental Manager is overseeing this process – seven of the top 10 buildings
 across our estate have now been subject to an audit. 

 This information has provided the opportunity to identify the buildings which consume. 

 The most energy and a workshop was held (7 May 2019) with key stakeholders to discuss plans
around the main Waterwells building and opportunities for reducing the energy consumption.

 Audit of Compass House completed in May 2019, report provided and actions to be implemented. 
 

 Audit of Prism House completed in July 2019, report provided and actions to be implemented. 

 Audit of Tri Service workshops completed 29 August, report provided actions to be reviewed. 

2.4 Commission Axiom - data analysis for usage & reduction in electricity consumption - bill 
validation – potential £25k saving on spare capacity at GTEC, Compass House, HQ and Prism 
House

 The information provided by Axiom is being used as evidence for the Constabulary to reduce the 
spare capacity in our electrical consumption, thereby reducing costs.

 Axiom to be contacted to reduce spare capacity at HQ. 

 Spare capacity at HQ being reduced. 

2.5 Display Energy Certificate (DEC) to be done for WW`s - monitor the energy usage 

 While the Waterwells building isn’t a public building as per the Display Energy Certificate – work is 
ongoing to obtain a certificate as this is felt to be best practice. 

 DEC to be completed in draft.

3. Develop a plan to work towards a paperless environment in the Constabulary and Office of the 
Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC)

3.1 MFD reports - new contracts in place - data on what printing is being done – monthly/annual 
usage reports.

• New MFDs have been installed and work is ongoing to obtain monthly reports on the paper 
usage of each machine. This information will be compared against the baseline figure which 
was obtained in 2017/18. 

• Monthly reports now being provided. Some data missing 2018/19 due to change of contract. 
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3.2New MFD`s are more sophisticated – option for limiting usages
Print room data? New printers?

 Julie Locke, Design and Print Team Leader for the Constabulary and OPCC, attends the 
Environmental and Energy Management Group (EEMG) 

 Also options to reduce the number of machines is being considered.  Electrical use of MFDs is 
being monitored via local devices attached to machines

 EEMG to provide proposal to Police and Crime Plan priority lead regarding limiting the amount of 
printing available via MFDs.  This was discussed at EEMG and it was agreed that Julie would 
check with ICT if it was possible to identify the high users. She now has information about the top 
50 users of MFDs and is going through that to ensure appropriate work will go through the Print 
Room. 

 Julie has asked the paper merchant we use about joining a carbon capture programme.

3.3 Introduction of laptops - CGB - very few people with paper - big reduction in paper. - training in 
new technology

Mandy Gibbs to check with ICT on the number of laptops issued and compare that to previous years.

Information requested from ICT.  Information provided 

Year Laptop Numbers
2015 19
2016 30
2017 93
2018 268
2019 to 
date 366

3.4 Awareness campaign to discourage printing - what type of printer.

Not yet done – contact has been made by the police lead for A green and pleasant county with 
Communications and Engagement to commission internal comms campaigns but this work is having to be 
prioritised with other work and will also be tied in with information about the top 50 MFD users.

3.5 10% reduction in paper usage by 2021

Issues with data for 2018/19 because of changeover of machines so data will be averaged. 

3.6 Monitor and Measure reduction 

As above monitoring will be carried out with software used for utilities monitoring. 

4. Ensure recycling of all recyclable waste becomes the norm, with opportunities to contribute 
located in all police buildings or locations

4.1 Recycling data - provided by waste contractors - to be gathered and analysed. Metal - skips etc

Environmental Manager is collating all the recycled waste streams – quantifying the amount of recycle 
being carried out and identifying opportunities to improve rates. 
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4.2 Identify recycle streams - data - identify all sources - baseline data and obtain information from 
the companies. Monitor and measure rates; 

As above. 

4.2 List waste suppliers and whether they supply data.

 This is completed and a recycling data spreadsheet compiled
 Data is available but there may be issues with potential change of contractors in 2020. 

4.4 Take opportunity to increase recycling opportunities - all have some bins - need to review and 
make investment

 As above – there is no budget available to purchase correctly colour coded bins.
 To be discussed at the EEMG and the priority lead is supportive of a bid being made to the Priority 

Leads’ fund so this is being progressed.

4.5 Waste bins - to be removed from office environments? Take everybody's waste bin from desk

The pilot began in the Force Control Room (FCR) in January 2019 – the initiative has not yet been 
evaluated and as such, has not been rolled out across the whole organisation. Once baseline data is 
obtained from the FCR pilot in July 2019, a decision will be taken regarding the whole Waterwells 
campus.

Request also made to run a pilot scheme in the CID / RASSO main office (first floor Prism House). 
Funding is required for bins. See above re a request made for funding from the PCC’s Priority Leads’ 
fund. 
 

4.6 Awareness campaigns - Suez (refuse contractor) will assist with campaign but require 
payment
Please see update 3.4. 

4.7 Increase recycling rate to 70% of all waste by 2021

 As above - work is ongoing to achieve this ambitious target.  The total weight for all recycled waste 
streams in 2018 was 49%

 This target is subject to further consideration and interventions to increase the rate by 2021.
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4.8 Regular contract meetings held with contractors to discuss performance data & service 
failings. 

 Monthly meetings are being held with Suez and work is ongoing to expand this to all contractors

 Waste Contract out to tender new contract to commence April 2020.

5. Ensure electrification of the fleet continues, where operationally viable.
5.1 Fleet to complete strategic vehicle plans report to Corporate Governance Board 

A business case is being developed by Fleet in relation to electrification of the fleet and was presented to 
Constabulary Governance Board in June 2019. It is anticipated that there are opportunities to reduce our 
carbon footprint by up to 27% if electrifications plans are implemented fully.

5.2 Provide charge point infrastructure 

 As above – plans have been approved at CGB along with the required funding to install charging 
points at Phoenix house and GTEC buildings.  

 Installations at GTEC and Phoenix House completed 23 July 2019
 Installation of charging points at Compass House, Workshops and Hucclecote and additional units 

at Prism House, Holland House and Coleford approved and being progressed 
 Start date at Compass House - 7 October 2019 

5.3 Data on the electrical usage of vehicles 

All charging points installed on our estate automatically supply data on usage via the Charge master 
website. This is being collated and analysed by the consultant from Jugo along with capturing the data on 
traditional fuel usage for the whole of the fleet.

6. Properly evaluate and take note of the environmental credentials of the manufacturers and 
suppliers the Constabulary and the OPCC work with and buy from

6.1 Provide guidance on sustainable procurement 

Southwest Police Procurement Department (SWPPD) have responsible procurement policy and 
checklist

 The Environmental Manager (EM) has been liaising with SwPPD to educate them on the 
Constabulary’s and OPCC’s requirements in relation to suppliers’ environmental credentials.  This 
work is ongoing and plans are being developed for the EM to work alongside SWPPD to develop 
their understanding of the requirements.

 Meeting to be arranged with SWPPD

 EM met with the Chief Finance Officer on 10 July 2019 . 

 SWPPD will be expected to comply with the requirements of their Sustainable Procurement Policy.  

6.2 Develop specifications with/for South West Police Procurement Department (SWPPD) so that 
they can apply the environmental specification to all tenders.

 As above.

 The EM will work with SWPPD to improve the sustainability checklist. 
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6.3 Evaluate the environmental requirements of contracts let locally and by SWPPD

As above EM will work with SWPPD to ensure Gloucestershire’s requirements are being met.

6.4 Invite SWPPD rep - Stuart Jose at SWPPD. - need to ask contractors about their environmental 
credentials.

 Done – detailed conversations have already taken place and the training being supplied by the EM 
has been the result of this valuable engagement.

 The SWPPD manager is now a core participant on the bi-monthly Environmental Monitoring Group 
(EMG)

6.5 Gather & Gather - at HQ - environmental credentials

 Not yet implemented 
 Contact has been made with the manager of Gather and Gather and he is supplying the 

information regarding the environmental credentials to Mandy Gibbs. 

 Ideas discussed at Environmental Monitoring Group (EMG)

 Chased again 6 October information still awaited. 

 Gather and Gather has replaced its plastic cutlery with steel and plans to replace all its plastic 
condiment sachets with larger and reusable plastic bottles.

7. Ensure the environment, sustainability, human and animal welfare issues – including use of
plastic - are considered at every opportunity, including new initiatives, food choices, travel 
options and construction/refurbishment work. 
7.1 Building work – Mandy Gibbs is involved - development of reports to assess. Berkeley already 
done. To give advice on projects.

 The EM has been involved in the early stages of the proposals to refurbish Berkeley. This work is 
ongoing and the EM is expected to be involved as the work progresses.

 EM invited to project board meetings for Bamfurlong and Berkeley. 

 3/9/2019 Social Values workshop with Wilmott Dixon contractors for Berkeley refurbishment.

7.2 Travel options - development of a travel plan - covers Waterwells (WWs) and GTEC.

Could be extended to the whole force. Examine feasibility. How we get to work and what we do at 
work?

 A travel plan for HQ WW is in existence albeit somewhat out of date – plans are in place to carry 
out a travel plan survey which will canvass staff opinions on the options available for transport to 
work.

 Discussions will take place about the feasibility of extending this to the whole force through the 
EMG meetings

7.3 Food - Gather & Gather (G&G) - at WW`s - influence where they obtain their food from - to 
reduce their carbon footprint. Write to G&G and ask what their strategy is for reducing carbon 
footprint.

 As above
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 Management of Gather and Gather have said they are keen to engage and are planning a 
campaign.

7.4 Plastic - Identify all usage of all plastic across the organisation. 

 Wrap guidance www.wrap.org.uk/content/the-uk-plastics-pact-roadmap-2025
 Not yet started – plans to be developed through the EMG meetings

7.5 SWPPD - contract - stationery - specify reduced plastic content - no deliveries with plastic in 
the packaging.   Are supplies signed up to the principles of the UK Plastics Pact.

      This is part of the work that the EM is doing with SWPPD.

7.6 Stationery – using recycled paper 

      July 2019 decision made to only purchase paper which has been recycled.

8. Value the importance of the working and wider outdoor environment and the positive impact it 
can have on the wellbeing of staff and communities, including considering opportunities 
presented by approaches such as social sustainability.*

 8.1 Wellbeing strand links – supportive leadership work and the requirement of managers to 
consider the environmental impact on their staff.

 This will be picked up in the Comms campaigns which are being explored – see above.

 In May 2019, the Force Control Room (FCR) introduced a contemplation room which provides a 
quiet place for staff.

8.2 Quiet spaces around WW`s.
            Plans are being developed to create a quiet space garden at HQ Waterwells

8.3 Global challenge introduced 

 This has been completed – the Constabulary was the only organisation to get 100% participation 
in the Global Challenge team event.

 Amy Dyde to provide report - report provided. COMPLETED 

8.4 Leadership strand - encouragement to take lunch breaks & leave office 

Has featured in the leadership courses and at the Strategic Development Forum (SDF) where the Chief 
Constable has outlined his desire to see managers and staff take breaks away from their desk to 
maximise wellbeing.

8.5 Improving working environments through the use of plants in workspaces.

A proposal has been put forward to introduce plants into the FCR to improve the working environment. To 
be raised at Environmental Group 

8.6 Improving buildings - communal facilities - kitchens – Glos Police good employer - facilities for 
staff.

http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/the-uk-plastics-pact-roadmap-2025
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 Picnic tables at Prism House

 As above – a picnic table has been provided for Prism House

8.7 Biodiversity  - wildlife areas - Gordon McGlone - ex-chair of Glos Wildlife can assist
Could we have a wildflower meadow and save money on grounds maintenance
Trevor Hogg (handyman) - building wild garden at Bam furlong Could we develop garden areas?

 EMG will discuss whether grounds maintenance could stop at appropriate buildings to allow 
wildflowers to flourish – this will be subject to further consideration.

 Wildlife Crime initiative in the Cotswolds is an excellent example

9. Work with partner organisations for a collaborative approach to ensure Gloucestershire plays 
its part in being ‘A green and pleasant county.’

9.1 Neighbourhood Policing – cocooning days and intensive engagement initiatives

The EM is working with the local police teams where areas are identified that the communities could 
improve, such as Lipson Road, Cheltenham.  An area of wasteland identified and ownership established. 
Work is ongoing to engage the community and other partners to seek options for the use of the waste 
ground. 

9.2 Operation Endurance

Off road scramble bikes in Forest of Dean

9.3 Operation Endurance

Off road scramblers on Cleeve Hill

9.2Wildlife crime – bunds

 Soils bunds constructed around fields to stop criminal activity
 Covered in wild flowers 

A Green and Pleasant County  – planned activities in next quarter

 Validation of Carbon footprint
 Campaign on recycling
 Continue programme of internal audits
 Produce monitoring reports – Gas and Electricity
 Review and progress ISO 14001 findings from external audit 
 Continuing to identify areas for environmental improvement and staff wellbeing – Berkeley, Forest 

of Dean Police Station (bee hives and staff benches).

A Green and Pleasant County  –  Good News Story 

Free training for PCSOs on fuel poverty  - presentation by Severn Wye Energy Agency - 
PCSOs from all parts of the county attended. 
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2. Overview of Budget

Commissioner’s Fund – Priority Leads Fund at 31.10.2019

Priority Projected Spend 2017/21 Awards to date 2017/19

Accessibility and accountability £48,948 £48,948
Older but not overlooked £99,931 £75,815
Young people becoming adults £355,857 £332,204
Safe days and nights £251,982 £216,982
Safe and social driving £17,173 £17,173
Safer cyber £134,336 £99,336
A compassionate approach £430.16 £430.16 
Green and pleasant county £1,242.28 £1,242.28
Other £168,846.14 £168,846.14
Projected Expenditure £1,078,746 £960,977
Total Budget c.£1,000,000


